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the christmas book



oohs            aahs



nm is all about  
oohs & aahs
this holiday season
It’s what you want to say  
when you find the perfect gift, 
and what you want hear  
when you give it.

the oohs & aahs start here!
See this year’s Christmas Book come to life! 
Wherever you see this green butterfly icon (shown 
left and within the Fantasy Gifts story), simply click 
on it for a fun interactive experience with videos or 
more information. Start now—click on the butterfly!



KENDRA SCOTT. When in doubt, give 
the gift that tops every girl’s most-wanted 
list: beautiful earrings. Stone and 14-karat 
yellow gold-plated brass pierced earrings; 
21⁄4"L x 1"W. Imported. Listed top to bottom, 
left to right:
Y1A4Q White Mother-of-Pearl   $95. 
Y1A4S Red Magnesite   $95. 
Y1A4N Green Simulated Onyx   $95. 
Y1A50 Lapis Lazuli   $95. 
Y1A4U Purple Simulated Onyx   $95. 
Y1A4Y Pink Simulated Onyx   $95. 
Y1A4W Black Simulated Onyx   $95.

NM EXCLUSIVE. Our world-famous cookie 
recipe is one part sugary goodness and two 
parts thoughtful gesture. NM chocolate chip 
cookies in holiday tin; 173⁄4 ounces. USA.
H2R9E NM Chocolate Chip  
 Cookies   $25.

NM EXCLUSIVE. Start a new holiday 
tradition: Get the perfect munchie for 
watching recipients open presents. Popcorn tin; 
includes 17-ounce cheddar cheese popcorn, 
24-ounce caramel popcorn, and 10-ounce 
butter popcorn. 14"H x 12"Dia. USA.
H4J4P Popcorn Tin   $50.

NM EXCLUSIVE. A not-so-subtle reminder for 
your Santa—the best gifts come from Neiman 
Marcus. Multicolor handpainted blown glass 
“Neiman Marcus Bag with Gifts” ornament; 
6"L x 33⁄4"W x 2"D. Imported.
H6D7N Ornament   $38.
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Just  
like  
santa’s  
little  
helpers,  
we’re  
here  
to  
make  
your  
Christmas 
shopping  
as  
easy  
and  
effortless  
as  
possible.  
start  
with  
these  
awe- 
inspiring  
ideas— 
sure  
to  
get  
the  
reaCtion  
you’re  
looking  
for. 
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ALEXANDER McQUEEN. Style setters and fashion followers alike will love getting their hands on one of these collectible clutches. Ice Pink (pink/
red) napa leather clutch with clasp of sterling silver, synthetic pearls, and crystals; 31⁄2"H x 61⁄4"W x 21⁄4"D. Red/Pink metal flower clutch with sterling 
silver and crystal clasp; 5"H x 7"W x 31⁄4"D. Ice Pink ostrich feather and silk satin clutch with beaded trim and sterling silver and crystal clasp; 
3"H x 9"W x 2"D. Napa clutch and metal clutch, Italy. Feather clutch, Italy of imported materials.
V18RT  Napa Clutch   $1,695.                V18SP  Metal Clutch   $3,425.                 V18RZ  Ostrich Feather Clutch   $2,895.



ALEXANDER McQUEEN. An impressive 
display of design acumen, this dress’s bold 
pattern is not a print but genuine intarsia. 
Black Fuxia (black/fuchsia) dress of rayon, 
wool, and silk. Modern sizes XS(4), S(6), 
M(8), L(10), XL(12), XXL(14). Italy. 
B1XF1 Dress   $1,760.
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MISSONI. The popularity of this brand’s 
beautiful weaves hasn’t waned since they 
first appeared on the runway in 1967—and 
for good reason: They offer a splash of 
color to looks that are otherwise destined for 
drabness. Wool and nylon woven “Zig Zag” 
scarves, in Berry, Purple-Blue, Gray, or (not 
shown) Green; 783⁄4"L x 153⁄4"W. Italy.
D0DCS Scarf   $195.
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WATERFORD. A well-appointed bar calls for 
more than a variety of libations. Make times 
merry and bright with brilliant barware. Crystal 
barware: Set of 4 Clear assorted-cut shot glasses; 
3"H x 11⁄4"Dia. Talon Red/Clear decanter; 
101⁄4"H x 23⁄4"Dia. Set of 4 assorted-cut coupe 
glasses, includes Talon Red, Circon Purple, 
Argon Blue, and Neon Lime; 51⁄2"H x 3"Dia. 
Set of 2 tumblers, in Talon Red, Circon Purple, 
Argon Blue, or Neon Lime; 31⁄4"H x 21⁄2"Dia. 
Imported. Also available in Gift Galleries.
H6DU8 Set of 4 Shot Glasses   $175. 
H6DTW Decanter   $375. 
H6DTY Set of 4 Coupe Glasses   $350. 
H6DU0 Set of 2 Talon Red Tumblers   $175. 
H6DU4 Set of 2 Circon Purple Tumblers   $175. 
H6DU6 Set of 2 Argon Blue Tumblers   $175. 
H6DU2 Set of 2 Neon Lime Tumblers   $175.
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PETER MILLAR. When weather takes a turn, your mate will be prepared. This breathable, water-repellent piece was designed with the gent who keeps style (specifically 
on and off the golf course) in mind. Polyester jacket with polyester lining, in Rust, Black, or Navy. Sizes S-XXL. Imported.
N1VEH  Rust Jacket   $195. N1VEK  Black Jacket   $195. N1VEJ  Navy Jacket   $195.

ALI MILES. An artfully rouched collar and bold color make for a striking statement. Scarlet long-sleeve jacket of polyester, rayon, and spandex. Classic sizes XS(2), 
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18) and Women’s sizes 1X(16W-18W), 2X(20W-22W), 3X(24W). Imported.
T59NY  Classic Jacket   $180. T59NX  Women’s Jacket   $200.

STUART WEITZMAN. Nero (black) calfskin boot with rubber sole and 3⁄4" heel. Full and half sizes 5-10B, 11B, 12B. Spain of Italian material.
X1B99  Boot   $595.
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COLE HAAN. Proof that functional doesn’t 
mean unfashionable. Woodbury (brown) or 
Black leather “Zoe” satchel with detachable 
crossbody strap; 113⁄4"H x 121⁄2"W x 61⁄2"D. 
Black/Sequoia (black/tan) burnished calfskin 
“Daelin” boot with detachable strap and 
concealed NIKE AIR® Technology. Full and 
half sizes 5-10B, 11B. Imported.
V16FX Satchel   $398. 
X1BGF Boot   $498.
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JOAN VASS. When it comes 
to style, she draws the line at 
boring. Sequined Gold striped 
viscose and cotton long-sleeve 
crewneck tunic. Ivory ponte 
boot-cut pants of rayon, nylon, 
and spandex. Classic sizes 0(4), 
1(6-8), 2(10-12), 3(14-16); Petite 
sizes 0P(4P), 1P(6P-8P), 2P(10P-12P), 
3P(14P-16P); and Women’s sizes 
1X(14W-16W), 2X(18W-20W), 
3X(22W-24W). Sequined Gold 
striped cotton and polyester 
scarf; 78"L x 11"W. Imported. 
T5CXE Classic Tunic   $238. 
T5CXA Classic Pants   $158. 
T5CXC Petite Tunic   $238. 
T5CX8 Petite Pants   $158. 
T5CXD Women’s Tunic   $258. 
T5CX9 Women’s Pants   $178. 
T5CXB Scarf   $148.
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CARA ACCESSORIES. The beauty of the bangle is its versatility. Mix, match, stack, and go—it’s accessorizing at its 
easiest! Wrapped rayon cord and 14-karat gold-plated brass bangle sets: Set of 2 wide/medium bangles; each, 
23⁄4"Dia. USA. Set of 13 narrow bangles (approximately two with crystals); each, 21⁄2"Dia. Imported. 
Y1AUE Set of 2 Burgundy Bangles   $75. Y1AUF Set of 2 Olive Bangles   $75. 
Y1AUA Set of 13 Burgundy Bangles   $55. Y1AUB Set of 13 Olive Bangles   $55. 
Y1AUD Set of 2 Black Bangles   $75 Y1AUG Set of 2 Navy Bangles, not shown   $75. 
Y1AU4 Set of 13 Black Bangles   $55. Y1AUC Set of 13 Navy Bangles, not shown   $55.
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BURBERRY. There’s no greater gift than 
time—especially when the strap is decked
in an iconic pattern. Antiqued stainless steel 
chronograph with signature checked fabric 
and leather strap, quartz movement, and 
water resistance up to 10 ATM. Switzerland 
of Swiss and imported material.
N1XGL Chronograph   $695.

NM EXCLUSIVE. We’re betting the player in 
your life will love this elegant poker, dice, 
craps, and dominos set. Brown alligator- 
embossed leather game box with ivory 
suede lining. 10"L x 11"W x 7"D. Italy.
H6HD8 Game Set   $875.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. She’ll love stowing her 
treasures in what will surely be her most 
chic carry-on. Crocodile-embossed leather 
jewelry roll with tan suede lining, in Cobalt, 
Ruby, Green, or Saffron. 12"L x 8"W, 
unfolded. Germany.
H6F1U Jewelry Roll   $110.

NM EXCLUSIVE. A soft fabric in pretty shades 
makes bedtime all the more welcoming. Silk 
long-sleeve pajamas. Classic sizes XS-XL. 
Imported. For additional colors, visit 
NeimanMarcus.com.
I09Q6 Red Pajamas   $160. 
I09Q4 Jelly (Magenta) Pajamas   $160. 
I09Q8 Purple Pajamas   $160. 
I09Q2 Ivory Pajamas   $160. 
I09Q5 Mushroom (Taupe) Pajamas   $160. 
I09Q7 Peacock (Blue) Pajamas   $160.

NM EXCLUSIVE. Give her jewels the V.I.B. 
(Very Important Bauble) treatment with a box 
as brilliant as its contents. Green or Gray 
leather jewelry box with tan suede lining and 
key lock; 41⁄2"H x 61⁄2"W x 7"D. Imported. 
H6F9L Jewelry Box   $120.

Kendra Scott earrings, page 4. Cara Accessories bangles, 
page 13.
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STUART WEITZMAN. Hit the 
wardrobe refresh button with this 
boot in a goes-with-anything shade. 
Studded Topo (taupe) or Black 
suede boot with leather sole, 1" 
platform, and 41⁄4" metal-detailed 
heel. Full and half sizes 5-10B, 
11B, 12B. Spain of Italian material.
X1B95 Boot   $695.

RICH & SKINNY. Silver Pluto 
cotton and elastane foiled denim 
jeans. Waist sizes 24-32. USA of 
imported material.
T59TA Jeans   $172.

LIVERPOOL DENIM. These narrow-
cut jeans feature a glamorous sheen 
you’ll rock all year long. Khaki/
Silver or Black/Black coated cotton 
and spandex twill narrow jeans. 
Classic sizes 2-16. Imported. Belt 
shown, not available.
T5L75 Jeans   $79.

STUART WEITZMAN. Mushroom 
(taupe/black) printed calf hair (Italy) 
loafer. Full and half sizes 5-10B, 
11B, 12B. Spain.
X1B9K Loafer   $385.
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ELIE TAHARI. Equally at home on the 
slopes and streets, puffers continue 
to be the coolest chill-chasing option. 
Platinum down-filled polyester and 
nylon puffer coat with natural silver 
fox (China) collar. Classic sizes S(2-4), 
M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(14). Imported. 
T5AV7 Coat   $495.

MONCLER. The perfect topper to a 
cherry vest? A versatile gray chapeau 
from the French company that reignited 
the puffer-coat craze. Wine or Black 
down-filled nylon vest. Gray washed 
wool beanie. Vest, sizes S/2, M/3, L/4, 
XL/5, XXL/6. Beanie, one size. Imported. 
N1UB4 Wine Vest   $550. 
N1CUM Black Vest   $550. 
N1UAH Beanie   $205.

CITYSLIPS. These wooly wonders plug 
into a smart device—now that’s a gift 
in tune with the times. Acrylic and 
polyester knit earmuffs/headphones 
with polyester faux fur, in Black/
White, White/White, or Purple/
White. Imported. 
H6GUE Earmuffs/Headphones   $50.

MONCLER. Style travels south as the 
puffer trend makes its debut in cold-
weather boot wedges. Smoke (gray/
brown) or Black down-filled nylon and 
leather boot with natural shearling (Italy) 
cuff/lining and 4" wedge. Full sizes 
6-11B. Italy.
X1ARD Smoke Boot   $895. 
X1ARF Black Boot   $895.

SKI GOGGLES WITH HD CAMERA. 
What’s better than seeing it with your 
own eyes? Reliving it with your friends! 
These goggles sport an integrated HD+ 
video camera with 1080p at 30fps 
and a high-action mode of 720p at 
60fps. The rotating lens dials in the 
best angle, and the Wi-Fi and GPS 
allow for live streaming and playback. 
Black/Black or White/Green plastic ski 
goggles with elastic strap and built-in 
Apex Camera. Imported.
H6HSL Ski Goggles with Built-in 
 HD Camera   $400.
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ALBERT NIPON. A high-voltage hue goes haute 
courtesy of a lace overlay. Embroidered Fuchsia/ 
Onyx polyester suit with detachable jet and 
crystal brooch. Modern sizes 4-18. Imported.
T5A22 Suit   $450.

GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI. Black leather sandal 
with crystals and 41⁄2" heel. Full and half 
sizes 5-11B, 12B. Italy.
X18VH Sandal   $1,450.
José & Maria Barrera earrings, page 87.

ROBERTO COIN. It’s decadence to an 
extreme—a suite of precious stones linked 
together in an intricate mosaic. Hidden within 
each piece is the designer’s signature pavé 
ruby, a stone believed to impart peace and 
happiness. Jewelry of smoky quartz, white 
diamonds, cognac diamonds, and 18-karat 
yellow gold: Earrings with .31-carat white 
diamonds and 1.78-carat cognac diamonds; 
can be worn pierced or clipped-on, 1"L x 
3⁄4"W. Ring with .29-carat white diamonds 
and 1.07-carat cognac diamonds, in size 7. 
Bracelet with .92-carat white diamonds and 
4.35-carat cognac diamonds, 7"L. Italy. Total 
carat weights stated.
O5302 Earrings   $9,300. 
O5300 Ring   $6,300. 
O5298 Bracelet   $25,000.
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UGG® AUSTRALIA. She’ll stay warm and in 
touch—thanks to tech-friendly gloves that allow 
her to text and email without the threat of frostbite. 
Leather touch-screen compatible gloves with dyed 
shearling (Australia) trim, and cashmere lining. 
Sizes S-L. Imported.
D0D9L Chestnut/Ivory Gloves   $115. 
D0D9K Brown/Brown Gloves   $115. 
D0D9M Mahogany/Mahogany Gloves   $115. 
D0D9J Charcoal/Charcoal Gloves   $115. 
D0CC7 Black/Black Gloves (not shown)   $115.

ADRIENNE LANDAU. Forget trad-and-true 
wool—it doesn’t get more luxe than a hat knit 
from opulent mink. Demi Buff (brown) natural 
mink (Denmark) knit cap with dyed fox (China) 
pompom. One size. Imported.
D0DPN Cap   $295.

TASHO TARNO. Seasonal trimmings—in 
fashion’s top shade (green!)—arrive just in time 
for the holidays. Dark Green dyed fox (Finland) 
collar/headband and cuffs. Finland.
D0DPW Collar/Headband   $195. 
D0DPZ Cuffs   $225.

NM Exclusive sequined sweater, page 169.
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JIMMY CHOO. Statement handbags are all 
the talk in accessories. Let this fur incarnation 
stand on its own by wearing it with clothing 
on the quieter side. Embroidered Deep 
Purple Mix suede and tie-dyed fox (Finland) 
hobo with leather strap; 134⁄5"H x 181⁄2"W 
x 6"D. Italy. 
V15TA Hobo   $5,595.
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CHLOÉ. A carryall strikes the right 
balance with contrasting colorblocks. 
Husky White/Black leather “Alice” 
tote with detachable shoulder strap 
(not shown). 101⁄4"H x 17"W x 7"D. 
Imported of Italian material.
V18UU Tote   $1,995.
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Imagine this: One ordinary December day, a deliveryman arrives at your door with gigantic boxes.  
Their contents—50 wondrous gifts!

It’s all part of an exciting collaboration between NM and Target to bring you limited-edition pieces from 
24 talented designers—all members of the prestigious Council of Fashion Designers of America (CFDA). 
For a limited time, you can purchase the entire collection sight unseen—it’s the perfect surprise for the 
adventurous shopper! And there’s something in it for everyone: men, women, children, pets, and the home. 

To get the mystery package deal, call 1-877-9NM-GIFT. But act now—only five are available and 
ordering ends midnight CST on October 15, 2012. Shipping is free, and your mystery package will  
arrive after December 1.

Not a risk taker? Don’t fret. Starting December 1, all items—from such names as Diane von Furstenberg, 
Jason Wu, Marc Jacobs, Derek Lam, and more—can be purchased at “shops” inside NM stores, Target 
Stores, and at NeimanMarcus.com and Target.com. Visit us on the web for the latest details. 

Neiman Marcus and Target CFDA Mystery Package Deal   $3,500.

Limit one package per customer. All sales final. No returns permitted.

1 legendary partnership. 
      More than 50 gorgeous gifts 
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LAUREN HANSEN. Additional length in back 
makes this sweater long on wearability. Dove 
Ivory cardigan of viscose, lambswool, nylon, 
angora, and cashmere with polyester faux-fur 
collar. Modern sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12), 
XL(14). Imported.
T5BGC Cardigan   $275.

UGG® AUSTRALIA. Four great ways to fancify her 
around-the-house footwork. Slippers with natural 
shearling (Australia) lining: Zebra (black/white) 
or Cheetah (brown/tan) printed calf hair (China) 
“Ansley”. Gold or Black lizard-printed metallic 
suede “Dakota”. Full sizes 5-11B. Imported.
X1DR9 Calf Hair “Ansley” Slipper   $130. 
X1DRA Metallic Suede “Dakota” Slipper   $120.

Adrienne Landau fur throw, page 34.

NM EXCLUSIVE. SOFIA CASHMERE provides 
a sumptuous addition to any decor. These posh 
throws are one warming trend that will never go 
out of season. Ivory cashmere throws; 56"L x 
72"W: Diamond, Wave Lattice, or Cable. Imported.
H6CAH Diamond Throw  $1,150. 
H6CAK Wave Lattice Throw   $950. 
H6CAM Cable Throw   $800.
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M MISSONI. A swath of signature weave is 
all that’s needed to identify this sweater as a 
fashion must-have. Black cotton and modal 
jersey long-sleeve top with multicolor printed 
cowl neck. Classic sizes XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8), 
L(10), XL(12-14). Imported of Italian material.
T52CE Top   $195.

ADRIENNE LANDAU. Original in every way—
this posh blanket is knit with soft mink in deep, 
rich shades. Multicolor dyed textured mink 
(China) knit throw with cashmere and wool felt 
lining; 52"L x 72"W. Imported.
H6G0E Throw   $2,700.

DKNY. The sophisticate’s answer to running-
around-town dressing. Black/Ivory printed silk 
and cashmere long-sleeve cozy cardigan. Classic 
sizes P/S(0-6) and M/L(8-14). Imported.
T565X Cardigan   $295.

BELLE FARE. Two of the world’s most precious 
materials come together to form one unforget-
table coat. Black woven cashmere half-sleeve 
coat with natural mink (Denmark) collar. Modern 
sizes S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). Imported.
T5DK7 Coat with Fur Collar   $995.

NM EXCLUSIVE BY SOFIA CASHMERE. 
Taking a cue from the athletic department, this 
slender cut provides warmth without the bulk. 
Dark Green cashmere cardigan with natural 
sable (Russia) collar. Classic sizes S(4-6), 
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5JTX Cardigan with Fur Collar   $325.

Adrienne Landau fur throw, page 33.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. Glide through your 
morning routine in something cozy and chic. 
Mushroom (taupe) cashmere robe. Classic 
sizes XS-XL. Imported. For additional colors, 
visit NeimanMarcus.com.
I08ZX Robe   $495.

NM Exclusive pajamas, page 15. Sofia Cashmere throws, 
page 27. Adrienne Landau fur pillow, page 34.
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LA FIORENTINA. The chill in the air is no 
match for the warming powers of this fur 
cape. Brown Multi dyed mink (China) chevron-
knit hooded cape. In one size. Imported.
D0D8G Cape   $1,595.

NM EXCLUSIVE. SOFIA CASHMERE 
ensures you stay comfortable at any 
elevation with these travel companions. 
Charcoal/Fuchsia or Navy/Peacock 
colorblocked cashmere travel throws with 
zippered case. Throw, 36"L x 60"W. Case, 
8"L x 10"W. Imported.
H6J64 Travel Throw and Case   $325.
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NM EXCLUSIVE BY SOFIA CASHMERE. A 
touch of color adds just the right amount of 
optic verve to this dark look. Black cashmere 
coat with red dyed silver fox (Finland) collar. 
Modern sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), 
XL(16). Imported. 
T5JTU Coat   $695.

ADRIENNE LANDAU. Gift your habitat with 
the ultimate house warmer. Dark Brown 
dyed mink knit (China) throw; 52"L x 72"W. 
Dark Brown dyed rabbit (China) pillow with 
feather and down filling; 20"Sq. Imported.
H6FZL Throw   $3,200. 
H6FZJ Pillow   $260.

LOEFFLER RANDALL. Studded Black/Golden 
suede loafer with 1⁄2" heel. Full and half sizes 
5-10B, 11B. Italy.
X1AZQ Loafer   $325.
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525 AMERICA. This textured knit will 
satisfy any cool sweater cravings. Crème 
Brûlée (cream/tan) long-sleeve sweater of 
cashmere, wool, and acrylic. Modern sizes 
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12), XL(14). Imported.
T5BG5 Sweater   $175.

ADRIENNE LANDAU. A pop of ivory 
fur instantly ups the glamour quotient of 
any environment. Ivory dyed Mongolian 
lamb (China) accessories: Pillow with 
feather and down filling; 20"Sq. Throw 
with Mongolian wool and cashmere lining; 
52"L x 72"W. Imported.
H58G8 Pillow   $495. 
H4ENR Throw   $2,495.

NM EXCLUSIVE. A shade of winter white is 
the most appropriate way to celebrate the 
cool season. Ivory cashmere cardigan and 
sleeveless dress. Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), 
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 
T5EXV Cardigan   $275. 
T5EXW Dress   $275.

525 AMERICA. A little bit country. A little 
bit rock ’n’ roll. This look is perfect for 
the sophisticate who feels at home in any 
environment. Natural Winter White rabbit 
(China) knit vest with brown polyurethane 
sash. Modern sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12), 
XL(14). Imported.
T5BG6 Vest   $350.

UGG® AUSTRALIA. Your best, most fashion-
able defense against the winter chill. Auburn/
Cream or Black lambskin and dyed shearling 
(Spain) jacket with nylon and acetate lining. 
Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), 
XL(16). Imported. 
T51QW Lambskin Jacket   $995.
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NM LUXURY ESSENTIALS. These laid-back pieces 
offer the best of both worlds: They're comfortable, 
yet not too casual to be worn out and about. Cotton 
and cashmere apparel: Chocolate/Black thin-striped 
long-sleeve T-shirt with buttoned shoulders. Marine/
Noir thick-striped long-sleeve T-shirt. Anthracite/
Militare (dark green) long-sleeve cardigan. Anthracite 
turtleneck. Modern sizes 1(0), 2(2-4), 3(6-8), 4(10-12). 
Gris/Ecru (taupe/tan) or Black/Flannel (black/gray) 
striped scarf, 85"L x 16"W. France.
T5EF9 Thin-Striped T-Shirt   $215. 
T5EF2 Thick-Striped T-Shirt   $195. 
T5EF8 Cardigan   $248. 
T5EEZ Turtleneck   $155. 
T5EF3 Scarf   $138.
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NAEEM KHAN. Fringe detailing adds a bit 
of fun to an otherwise seriously glam dress. 
Beaded Black nylon tulle dress with nude silk 
georgette lining. Modern sizes 4-14. USA. 
Also available in the Couture Salon.
T5A1E Dress   $4,550.

Donna Karan hosiery, page 44.

NM EXCLUSIVE. STELLA McCARTNEY raises 
formal dressing to an art form. Graphic, 
bold, and utterly modern, this is the dress 
the fashion press has been raving about. 
Black/White dress of viscose, acetate, and 
elastane. Modern sizes 36(2), 38(4), 40(6), 
42(8), 44(10), 46(12). Italy. 
B1XT3 Dress   $3,995.

EVENINGSTARS
SPOT-On STyle—IT’S SOPhISTIcaTed, 

graPhIc, and POlIShed TO 
PerfecTIOn.
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JUDITH LEIBER. Doubting your gift-giving
instincts? Go for something in animal. Handbags 
with 19" golden metal detachable chain straps: 
Champagne Multi Austrian crystal and brass 
“Lion” minaudiere; 61⁄2"H x 51⁄2"W x 21⁄4"D. 
Champagne/Gold python “Eidi” clutch with 
crystal closure; 41⁄2"H x 83⁄4"W x 21⁄4"D. Not 
available in California. Leopard (brown/black/
tan) Austrian crystal and brass clutch; 3"H 
x 61⁄2"W x 11⁄2"D. Minaudiere, Italy. Python 
clutch, Italy of imported material. Crystal clutch, 
imported. Also available in Designer Handbags.
V18JE Minaudiere   $5,995. 
V18JA Python Clutch   $2,995. 
V18JC Crystal Clutch   $3,995.
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SOFIA CASHMERE. Two opulent materials 
combine for one truly spectacular evening 
wrap. Black/Gold Multi printed cashmere 
U-cape with black dyed fox (Finland) trim. 
58"L x 72"W. USA of imported material.
D0D4D U-Cape   $1,995.

JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. Clip earrings 
of silver and black Austrian crystals, glass 
teardrops and beads, black onyx chips, and 
24-karat gold plate; 3"L x 2"W. USA of 
imported material.
Y10G6 Earrings   $415.



FUZZI COLLECTION. An exotic botanical print 
juxtaposed with an übersexy silhouette guarantees 
this dress will turn heads. Red/Multi printed viscose 
jersey dress with keyhole back. Modern sizes 
XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12), XXL(14). Italy. 
T5BAN Dress   $765.

José & Maria Barrera bangles, page 91.
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CARMEN MARC VALVO. Give her a taste of 
vintage glam in this beautiful wine-hued 
dazzler. Beaded and sequined Red rayon 
and silk velvet cowl-neck and -back gown. 
Modern sizes 2-16. Imported.
T5DG7 Gown   $980.

ALDAZABAL. Gray and copper Swarovski® 
crystal and brass pierced earrings; 43⁄10"L x 
2"W. Spain of Austrian materials.
Y16RY Earrings   $180.

Judith Leiber clutch, page 40.



NM EXCLUSIVE. ST. JOHN artfully walks the 
line between sexy and ladylike. Emerald wool 
and rayon dress with paillettes. Classic sizes 
2-16. Imported of domestic material.
B1XYU Dress   $1,195.

DONNA KARAN. Black or Off Black nylon 
and spandex ultra-sheer control top hosiery. Off 
Black shown on page 142. Sizes S, M, L/T, 
XL/PP. Imported.
I024F Hosiery   $20.
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DAVID YURMAN. Mosaic Pavé pinky rings 
have a modern elegance  and shine in brilliant 
colors. Limited-edition pavé gemstone and 
18-karat white gold pinky rings. Pink spinel 
and demantoid garnet ring, in size 31⁄2.
Cognac diamond and blue sapphire ring, in 
size 4. Black diamond and white diamond 
ring, in size 31⁄2 or 4. Imported. Total carat 
weights vary depending on ring size and 
stones. Listed left to right:
Y1BX6 Pink Spinel Ring   $5,400. 
Y1BWK Cognac Diamond Ring   $8,200. 
Y1BW6 Black Diamond Ring   $6,800. 
Y1BX2 White Diamond Ring   $11,500. 
Y1BXJ Blue Sapphire Ring   $6,500.  
Y1BWW Demantoid Garnet Ring   $6,200.
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MAGASCHONI. How do you showcase a 
fabulous shoe? With this daring high-slit 
gown. Another bonus feature: a waist detail 
that embraces the not-just-for-lapels brooch 
trend. Black rayon and silk velvet gown 
with crystal and silver metal detachable 
brooch. Classic sizes 4-16. Imported.
T5JKC Gown   $448.

José & Maria Barrera bracelets, page 152.
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DIANE VON FURSTENBERG. Opera-
length gloves make this glistening cocktail 
number really sing. Sequined Plum/Black 
polyester dress. Modern sizes 0-14. Cabernet/ 
Black Italian lambskin gloves. Full and half 
sizes 61⁄2-8. Black suede clutch with silver 
metal bracelet handle. 7"H x 12"W x 
13⁄4"D. Imported. 
T599C Dress   $865. 
D0CDD Gloves   $395. 
V16NC Clutch   $495.
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JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. A classic chignon or today’s side-swept 
ponytail—they’re the perfect styles for showing off these chandeliers, 
which catch the light (and all of the attention). Clip earrings; listed top to 
bottom, left to right. USA of domestic and imported material.
Y1AJ2 Topaz and 24-karat Gold-Plated Earrings, 43⁄8"L   $490.
Y1ANQ Earrings of Amethyst-Hued Glass, Purple/Montana Blue  
 Austrian Crystal, and 24-karat Gold Plate, 3"L   $440. 
Y1ANU Clear Austrian Crystal and Rhodium-Plated 
 Earrings, 4"L   $490. 
Y1AP0 Green/Teal/Purple Austrian Crystal and Gunmetal-Plated 
 Earrings, 3¾"L   $440. 
Y1AP2 Earrings of Black/Green Crystals, Multicolor Beads, 
 and 24-karat Gold Plate, 4"L   $390. 
Y1ATR Earrings of Dark Green/Lavender Cubic Zirconia,   
 Glass Beads, Austrian Crystals, and 24-karat Gold  
 Plate, 5¾"L   $440. 
Y1ANS Clear Crystal and 24-karat Gold-Plated 
 Earrings, 4"L.   $490. 
Y1ANY Green/Lavender Austrian Crystal and Brass-Plated 
 Earrings, 3¼"L   $440. 
Y1ANW Emerald/Clear Austrian Crystal and Rhodium-Plated 
 Earrings, 43⁄8"L   $490.
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CAROLINE ROSE. Featuring exotic leaves, 
this creation is the perfect antidote to 
garden-variety eveningwear. Emerald/Black 
acetate and polyester jacquard jacket. Black 
silk crepe tank. Black silk wide-leg pants. 
Classic sizes XS(4-6), S(8), M(10), L(12-14), 
XL(16); Petite sizes PXS(4P-6P), PS(8P), 
PM(10P), PL(12P-14P), PXL(16P); Women’s 
sizes 1X(16W-18W), 2X(20W-22W), 
3X(24W-26W). USA of imported material.
T59RG Classic Jacket   $395.  
T59RA Classic Tank   $185. 
T59RD Classic Pants   $295. 
T59RE Petite Jacket   $395. 
T59R8 Petite Tank   $185. 
T59RB Petite Pants   $295. 
T59RF Women’s Jacket   $460. 
T59R9 Women’s Tank   $215. 
T59RC Women’s Pants   $340.

ALDAZABAL. Golden Swarovski® crystal 
and brass pierced earrings; 43⁄10"L x 3⁄4"W. 
Spain of Austrian material.
Y16RT Earrings   $220.



THEIA. Designer Don O’Neil gives us a 
curve-hugging gown with a flare. Sequined 
Black polyester gown with velvet side insets 
of rayon, silk, and spandex. Modern sizes 
0-14. Imported. 
T5BM8 Gown   $995.

JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. Jet Black
Austrian crystal and gunmetal-plated 
necklace; 18"-22"L. USA.
Y1ATU Necklace   $775.
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BADGLEY MISCHKA COLLECTION.
Hollywood’s favorite duo proves they’re 
red-carpet royalty with this stunner. Beaded 
and sequined Emerald/Black gown with silk 
bodice, nylon skirt, and belt of black leather, 
green faux jewels, and gunmetal. Modern 
sizes 0-16. USA of imported material.
T5BUJ Gown   $1,880.

JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. Clip earrings of 
cubic zirconia, dark green and lavender glass 
drops, Austrian crystals, and 24-karat gold 
plate; 53⁄4"L x 21⁄2"W. USA.
Y1ATR Earrings   $440.
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BURBERRY. If she’s always believed 
bigger is better, gift her with a lovely 
wrap in an oversized version of 
this fashion house’s signature motif. 
Charcoal (charcoal/ivory) mega-
checked cashmere “Emily” wrap; 
35"L x 75"W. Scotland. Also available 
in Fashion Accessories.
D0D1J Wrap   $995.

BURBERRY LONDON Beautiful British 
accents for your perfectly appointed 
gent. Navy wool coat with black dyed 
shearling (Spain) collar. Black virgin 
wool trousers. Coat, sizes 48-56. 
Trousers, sizes 38-42. BURBERRY 
Black leather touch-screen gloves. Full 
and half sizes 8-9. Black nylon and 
leather briefcase. 15"H x 12"W x 
21⁄2"D. Imported. 
N1U04 Coat   $2,295. 
N1UU8 Trousers   $250. 
N1T4K Gloves   $325. 
N1S8D Briefcase   $995.
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An eArly holidAy shopper or A 

procrAstinAtor motivAted by the 
lAst-minute rush—whAtever your 

personAlity, you mAke gift giving 
look good. 
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BELSTAFF. If a picture is worth 1,000 
words then we need 999 synonyms for 
“luxury” to describe these looks. His: 
Black polyester jacket with cotton lining. 
Black/White mélange cashmere mock-
neck sweater. Black cotton narrow pants. 
Jacket and sweater, sizes S-XXL. Pants, 
even sizes 30-36. Black leather boot. Full 
and half sizes 8-13D. Jacket, imported. 
Sweater and pants, Italy of imported 
material. Boot, Italy. Hers: Military (Tan/
Black) dyed mink (Finland) vest. Burgundy 
napa leather dress. Modern sizes 38(2), 
40(4), 42(6), 44(8), 46(10). Italy. Her 
boot shown, not available.
N1V9F Jacket   $1,495. 
N1V9X Sweater   $1,350. 
N1V95 Pants   $695. 
N1TZU Boot   $1,295. 
B1YFJ Vest   $7,550. 
B1YFY Dress   $2,995.

MICHAEL KORS. She’s a study in 
contradictions: part biker babe, part 
Scottish Highland lass. Belted dress with 
black leather bodice and checked skirt 
of angora, wool, and cashgora. Modern 
sizes 0-14. Italy. 
B1WTP Dress   $3,995.
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STELLA McCARTNEY. Prove your gift-
giving mettle with a carryall guaranteed 
to make a good impression. Embossed 
Black faux leather tote with chain trim; 
141⁄2"H x 141⁄2"W x 21⁄2"D. Italy.
V18ST Tote   $1,645.

MISSONI. A jagged hem and mix 
of textures add intrigue to this Italian 
house’s signature pattern. Long leather 
gloves up the cool quotient. Fire 
(orange/gray) printed knit dress of 
viscose, wool, and nylon. Black (dark 
green) leather gloves. Dress, Modern 
sizes 38(4), 40(6), 42(8), 44(10), 
46(12), 48(14). Gloves, sizes S-L. Italy.
B1XFV Dress   $1,480. 
B1XG7 Gloves   $840.
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LANVIN. A perfect example of less-is-
more elegance from fashion darling Alber 
Elbaz. Gold cocoon sweater of viscose, 
polyester, and polyamide with glass and 
brass closure. Bronze brocade sheath of 
polyester, cotton, viscose, and acrylic. 
Sweater, Modern sizes S(6), M(8), L(10), 
XL(12). Sheath, Modern sizes 36(4), 
38(6), 40(8), 42(10), 44(12), 46(14). 
Sweater, Italy. Sheath, France. 
B1XBR Sweater   $1,995. 
B1XBK Sheath   $2,220.

BRUNELLO CUCINELLI. Layering goes luxe 
in this mélange of mixed media. His: Navy 
vest of wool, cashmere, and silk. Green/
Blue/Cream cashmere sweater. Brown/
Navy/White checked cotton shirt. Olive 
herringbone cotton trousers (shown cuffed). 
Vest, sweater, and shirt, sizes S-XXL. Trousers, 
sizes 34(50), 36(52), 38(54), 40(56). 
Hers: Fango (dark brown) knit dress of 
cashmere, viscose, polyester, and Lurex® 
with ostrich feather-trimmed detachable silk 
slip dress. Modern sizes XS(2), S(4), M(6), 
L(8), XL(10), XXL(12). Stone cashmere 
and silk scarf with Lurex® trim; 783⁄4"L x 
311⁄2"W. Italy. 
N1SD9 Vest   $3,495. 
N1SDB Sweater   $2,295. 
N1SEX Shirt   $585. 
N1SDK Trousers   $585. 
B1XQF Dress   $2,350. 
B1UHV Scarf   $925.

Wolford tights, page 79.
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ETRO. Flattering, easy to wear, and ultra chic. What’s not to love 
about this boldly printed piece? Black/White/Multi printed cotton 
and elastane long-sleeve tunic. Black Capri pants of viscose, acetate, 
and elastane with side zipper. Modern sizes 38(4), 40(6), 42(8), 
44(10), 46(12), 48(14), 50(16). Italy. 
B1T1D Tunic   $420. 
B1T0P Pants   $490. 

NM EXCLUSIVE. JEAN PAUL GAULTIER ensures you maintain best-
dressed status with an enviable color. Green polyamide lace dress/
tunic. Modern sizes XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12), XXL(14). Italy. 
B1YAD Dress/Tunic   $395.

STELLA McCARTNEY. Perfect as a layering piece or divine on its own, 
this top is quite possibly the season’s most versatile styling asset. Pink 
printed organic cotton long-sleeve top with lace trim. Black cotton and 
elastane denim jeans with faux-leather tuxedo stripes. Top, Modern 
sizes 36(2), 38(4), 40(6), 42(8), 44(10), 46(12). Jeans, waist sizes 
25-31. Italy. 
B1YL3 Top   $430. 
B1XEF Jeans   $575.

ALEXANDER McQUEEN. Sophisticated by all appearances—with 
a dash of bad boy thrown in the mix—this cold-weather accessory 
speaks to both sides of his nature. Gray printed wool reversible scarf; 
72"L. Italy. Also available in The Man’s Store.
N1TM0 Scarf   $315.

RED VALENTINO. Wrap up your holiday look with a beautiful lace 
blouse—replete with bow. Black viscose and nylon lace blouse with 
attached nude polyester camisole. Modern sizes 38(0), 40(2), 42(4), 
44(6), 46(8), 48(10), 50(12). Italy.
T53J7 Blouse   $495.
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ETRO. Be the toast of the cocktail party 
in a dress that’s straight-up style with 
a colorful twist. Turquoise/Multicolor 
printed silk and elastane charmeuse 
three-quarter-sleeve dress with back 
zipper. Modern sizes 38(4), 40(6), 
42(8), 44(10), 46(12), 48(14). Italy. 
B1VVP Dress   $1,280.
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VALENTINO. A dramatic lace overlay 
makes for a theatrical alternative to the 
standard stole. Nero/Poudre (black/
pink) cashmere and French silk lace 
shawl; 783⁄4"L x 352⁄5"W. Italy. Also 
available in Fashion Accessories.
D0C0D Shawl   $1,195.
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BEAU COOP 
Dawn breaks. The hens descend from their bespoke Versailles-inspired 
Le Petit Trianon house to their playground below for a morning 
wing stretch. Slipping on your wellies, you start for the coop and are 
greeted by the pleasant clucking of your specially chosen flock and the 
site of the poshest hen house ever imagined. Your custom-made 
multilevel dwelling features a nesting area, a “living room” for 
nighttime roosting, a broody room, a library filled with chicken and 
gardening books for visitors of the human kind, and, of course, an 
elegant chandelier. The environment suits them well as you notice 
the fresh eggs awaiting morning collection. Nearby, you pick fresh 
vegetables or herbs from your custom-built raised gardens. You’ve 
always fancied yourself a farmer—now thanks to Heritage Hen Farm, 
you’re doing it in the fanciest way possible!

For every Heritage Hen Mini Farm purchase, NM will donate 
$3,000 to The American Livestock Breeds Conservancy, a nonprofit 
organization that protects genetic diversity through the conservation and 
promotion of endangered breeds. For details, visit NeimanMarcus.com/ 
FantasyHenFarm or dial 1-877-9NM-GIFT. 

HERITAGE HEN MINI FARM $100,000

CliCk on the green butterfly 
icon on the following pages and  
see the Fantasy Gifts come to life  
or get more great details!
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UP YOUR GAME 
Ancient orcs breathing down your neck. A hairpin turn approaching 
at 258 miles per hour. Enemy soldiers bearing down on your 
position. These and other threats await as you expertly navigate your 
custom-made Pinel & Pinel Arcade PS Trunk—the ultimate gaming 
toy for the man or woman who has everything. Encased in luxurious 
calfskin (in your choice of 51 colors), it’s all you need for an evening 
of high-adrenaline entertainment: Formula 1™ racing seats with 
Thrustmaster T500 RS Force Wheel, a selection of 24 PlayStation®3 
games, Bluetooth® wireless music system, motion-detection camera, 
2 SingStar® microphones, and much more. Maybe you’ll start with 
a little karaoke sing-off—you chuckle, imagining your version of 
“Welcome to the Jungle” blasting through the unparalleled 1800-
watt sound system. 

For every purchase, NM will donate $3,000 to Big Brothers Big 
Sisters, the nation’s mentoring leader in changing children’s lives 
for the better, forever. For full details, visit NeimanMarcus.com/
FantasyArcade or call 1-877-9NM-GIFT. 

PINEL & PINEL ARCADE PS TRUNK   $90,000



BROADWAY BECKONS 
Leaping lizards! Your stomach is doing cartwheels as you wait in the wings for your cue. A nervous smile spreads across your face as you realize THIS IS IT! You made it to The Great 
White Way! And soon, you’ll be taking the stage in one of theater’s most beloved plays, ANNIE: The Musical. The stage manager gives you the nod, and you step into the spotlight. 
Your role as a walk-on performer? To help the adorably good-natured orphan and her canine companion teach the world that perseverance and unwavering hope can change lives. 
After your curtain call, you’ll sit down with one of the show’s producers for a celebratory five-star meal. 

This performance of a lifetime benefits two very Annie-apropos charities: The proceeds of this gift will be split equally between PEDIGREE Foundation, whose mission is to help dogs in 
need find loving homes by providing grants to shelters and dog rescues, and Pajama Program, which provides new pajamas and books to children in need, many waiting to be adopted. 
For details, visit NeimanMarcus.com/FantasyAnnie or call 1-877-9NM-GIFT. 

ANNIE: THE MUSICAL WALK-ON ROLE   $30,000
Annie, ANNIE: The Musical & Little Orphan Annie®, TM & ©2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 1.800.825.8000   CB12   67
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BEST GIFT, BAR NONE! 
A chorus of cheers rings out the minute you pull up. Tailgating will never be the same now that your Bulleit Frontier Whiskey Woody-Tailgate Trailer is on the scene. 
Designed by interior designer Brad Ford, it’s impressive on the outside, but what’s on the inside truly astounds: sleek leather furnishings and details from Moore & Giles, 
rich wood finishings (handcrafted from reclaimed Bulleit Bourbon casks), elegant glassware, and a top-notch entertainment system, including a flat-screen TV, Blu-ray Disc™ 
player, and a state-of-the-art sound system, plus a one-year supply of Bulleit Bourbon and Bulleit Rye*. You park, open the hatch, and slide out the bar—cocktails anyone?

Ten percent of the proceeds from the purchase of the Bulleit Woody Party Trailer will benefit amfAR™, The Foundation for AIDS Research. For more information, plus 
an additional offering of a limited-edition Bulleit handcrafted flask (available online only), visit NeimanMarcus.com/FantasyBulleitTrailer or call 1-877-9NM-GIFT.

BULLEIT WOODY TAILGATE TRAILER   $150,000
*One-year supply of Bulleit Bourbon and Bulleit Rye not to exceed four cases of each, based on FDA average consumption.



PREPARE FOR TAKE OFF!
Like the Jetlev R200’s creator, you’ve dreamed about jetpack flight since first 
seeing it in the movie Thunderball. Finally, technology has caught up with 
fantasy! One part sci-fi, three parts British secret service agent, and 100 percent 
pure adrenaline rush, your water-propelled jetpack is about to send your 
spirits—and your self—soaring. Excitement builds as you take to the skies 
and experience the rush of personal flight. It’s a beautiful day for adventure. 
So, strap yourself in, engage the throttle, and up, up, and away you go! 

For every JetLev R200 sold, Neiman Marcus will donate $2,500 to the 
Boys & Girls Clubs of Broward County, an organization that helps young 
people, especially those who need them most, to reach their full potential as 
productive, caring, responsible citizens. For full details, visit NeimanMarcus.com/
FantasyJetPack or call 1-877-9NM-GIFT. 

JETLEV R200   $99,500
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THE DRIVE OF A LIFETIME 
It’s more than just another convertible. Your Neiman Marcus Edition 
2013 McLaren 12C Spider—one of just 12 made—is heralded as the 
most technologically advanced supercar ever. 

With a push of a button, the butterfly wing-like doors swoosh open. You 
glide into the comfortably bolstered seat, taking note of the beautiful red 
contrast stitching. From the console to the cleverly placed gears and gadgets, 
it’s as though the entire cockpit has been designed just for your comfort. 
You hit the big silver button and the 616 horse-powered V8 twin turbo 
engine begins to purr behind your seat. It’s all here—everything that makes 
a McLaren so coveted: the carbon-fiber composite chassis and Formula 1™ 
“brake steer,” Seamless-Shift gearbox technology, and active aerodynamics. 
The car’s an arresting mix of contradictions: lightweight and strong, powerful 
and efficient, comfortable and exhilarating, compact and spacious. And, 
unlike other supercars in your collection, this one offers heart-pounding 
racecar performance with a ride akin to an executive’s saloon car. 

What will it be today? “Normal,” “Sport,” or “Track” mode? You set 
the handling and head out. It’s a beautiful day for a drive. How about 
putting the top down? No need to pull over—with the push of a button, 
it retracts in just 17 seconds while traveling under 20 mph. The coast is 
clear, and you punch it. AHHH! The incredible rush of hitting 60 mph 
in 3.2 seconds. Curve ahead! Channeling Bruce McLaren, you head into 
the turn . . . 
 
The 2013 Neiman Marcus Edition McLaren 12C Spider in Volcano Red 
includes limited-edition features and a McLaren luggage set. Plus, you’ll 
receive a business-class trip to England for a VIP dinner with McLaren 
Chairman Ron Dennis and a tour of the McLaren Technology Center 
(February 6–8, 2013). For each sale, NM will donate $3,000 to Big 
Brothers Big Sisters, the nation’s mentoring leader in changing children’s 
lives for the better, forever. Reserve your 2013 Neiman Marcus Edition 
McLaren 12C Spider by calling 1-888-756-0775, beginning promptly 
at noon EDT on October 24, 2012. For more information, visit  
NeimanMarcus.com/FantasyMcLaren. 

2013 NeimaN marCus editioN mCLareN 12C spider   
$354,000

all sales will be conducted solely by participating authorized mcLaren dealers in the  
united states. Limit one vehicle per qualified customer. No dealer purchases will be permitted. 
price excludes all taxes, title, licensing, and registration fees, plus delivery and handling 
charges. availability limited to the first 12 qualified customers. Neiman marcus is acting as 
the advertiser for this product. delivery to occur in early 2013.
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WHAT A HOOT! 
A stoic owl gazes impassively from a screen. Instead of a forest backdrop, 
the creature is juxtaposed against mod dots. A soundtrack by Carl Maria 
von Weber loops mysteriously in the background. Suddenly, the bird 
blinks! Then his head swivels! Exactly who is watching whom?  

That is one question acclaimed artist Robert Wilson wants viewers to ask. 
In his Video Portraits series, he features animals and people who appear 
static, as if portrayed within a painting. But the viewer is caught off guard 
when the subject unexpectedly breathes, blinks, or shifts. This modern riff 
on the eighteenth-century tableaux vivant beautifully pushes the boundaries 
between reality and imagination. 

The purchase of a “Snowy Owl” benefits the Watermill Center, an inter-
disciplinary laboratory for performance art and a unique environment for 
young and emerging artists to explore new ideas. Visit NeimanMarcus.com/ 
FantasySnowyOwl or call 1-877-9NM-GIFT for more details. The 
limited-edition 42"H x 24"W artist’s proof is hand-numbered and -signed 
and available in 20 different color combinations. 

“SNOWY OWL” BY ROBERT WILSON   $70,000
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A TASTE OF GREATNESS 
The flowers are in place, the silver shined, and the 
crystal, sparkling. Tonight, nine of your favorite 
guests will gather at your home where you’ll play 
host to an epic culinary event. Four of the culinary 
world’s most notable chefs—Daniel Boulud, 
Thomas Keller, Jerome Bocuse, and Richard 
Rosendale—will arrive to prepare a feast. And, they’re 
bringing Bertha Gonzalez, the world’s first female 
Maestra Tequilera, to kick off the evening with a 
Casa Dragones tequila tasting. Señora Gonzalez 
is even providing the party favors: personalized, 
engraved crystal bottles of the sipping spirit for each 
of the diners. What’s on the multi-course menu? 
Leave that delectable decision to the experts!  

This gastronomic adventure is limited to one NM 
customer. All proceeds will benefit the Bocuse d’Or 
USA Foundation, an organization dedicated to 
inspiring culinary excellence in young professionals. 
For details, visit NeimanMarcus.com/FantasyDinner 
or call 1-877-9NM-GIFT. 

PRIVATE DINNER FOR 10   $250,000
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his & hers 2012
It all begins with a classic story: Boy meets girl. A romance is sparked. They share a kiss at 
midnight on Paris’s Pont des Arts. But fate intervenes, and they are separated. Each night, 
they send wishes—he upon a star, she upon a kite—that, one day, they will reunite. 

This tale of love found and lost inspired the “Poetic Wish” watches from Van Cleef & 
Arpels. Mini works of art on the outside and exemplary displays of technical watch-
making behind the dial, these masterpieces are in need of their own happily ever after. 

The lucky buyer will also receive two business-class tickets to Paris and Geneva to 
tour the Van Cleef & Arpels boutique, atelier, and watchmaking workshops. Neiman 
Marcus will donate $10,000 for each His & Hers 2012 gift sold to The Norman Mailer 
Center, which supports writers who challenge readers’ perspectives on the world around 
them. For additional information, visit NeimanMarcus.com/FantasyPoeticWish or call 
1-877-9NM-GIFT. 

VAN CLEEF & ARPELS “POETIC WISH” WATCHES & TRIP   starting at 
$1,090,000
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HERVE LEGER. Cure the “What do I wear?” 
pains with an iconic bandage dress. 
Corozo (ivory) dress of rayon, nylon, and 
spandex. Modern sizes XXS(0), XS(2-4), 
S(6), M(8-10), L(10-12). Imported.
T5BKJ Dress   $1,350.

Ippolita earrings, opposite page.

The parTy 
circuiT calls 
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IPPOLITA. Sail through the party season with 
shimmery reminders of why gifts from the sea 
are always treasured. Jewelry of clear quartz, 
mother-of-pearl, shell, and 18-karat gold: 
Pierced earrings, 24⁄5"L x 1"W. Triple-strand 
necklace, 18"L. Gemstone and 18-karat gold 
bangles, from left to right: Round-stone “Mini 
Lollipop” with mother-of-pearl, clear quartz, 
and shell/mother-of-pearl doublets. “Ondine 
Hero” with rutilated and clear quartz and shell. 
“Rock Candy Gelato” with mother-of-pearl, 
clear quartz, and shell/mother-of-pearl doublets. 
Each, 23⁄5"Dia. Imported. Also available in 
Designer Jewelry.
Y1AU6 Earrings   $1,495. 
Y1AU5 Necklace   $10,000. 
Y1AU7 “Mini Lollipop” Bangle   $4,750. 
Y1AU9 “Ondine Hero” Bangle   $7,995. 
Y1AU8 “Rock Candy Gelato” 
 Bangle   $3,800.
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BAGATELLE. This wardrobe gem is a prime 
example of great cut and color. Gold lambskin 
three-quarter-sleeve bolero. Classic sizes S(4-6), 
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5AEB Bolero   $295.

BEREK. Texture and shine merge in this beyond-
basic jacket—wear it with jeans for Sunday brunch 
or a skirt for after-work cocktails. Sequined and 
beaded Midnight (black) tweed jacket of acrylic, 
polyester, and metallic. Classic sizes S(4-6), 
M(8-10), L(12), XL(14-16); Petite sizes PXS(4P), 
PS(6P-8P), PM(8P-10P), PL(12P-14P); Women’s 
sizes 1X(16W), 2X(18W), 3X(20W). Imported.
T59R5 Classic Jacket   $235. 
T59R6 Petite Jacket   $235. 
T59R7 Women’s Jacket   $250.

MICHAEL SIMON. Perfect for the woman who 
makes it all look so easy, a jacket that epitomizes 
effortless chic. Black Multi (black/gold) polyester 
jacket with chain trim. Classic sizes S(4-6), 
M(8-10), L(12), XL(14-16); Petite sizes PP(0P-2P), 
PS(4P-6P), PM(8P-10P), PL(12P-14P); and 
Women’s sizes 1X(14W-16W), 2X(18W-20W), 
3X(22W-24W). Imported. 
T59SE Classic Jacket   $225. 
T59SA Petite Jacket   $225. 
T59SC Women’s Jacket   $245.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. MISOOK has created the 
M.V.D. (Most Versatile Dress), which is equal 
parts 9 to 5 smart and after-hours sublime. 
Black/Gold colorblocked long-sleeve dress 
of acrylic, rayon, polyester, and metallic fiber. 
Classic sizes XS(2-4), S(6-8), M(10-12), 
L(12-14), XL(14-16) and Women’s sizes 
0X(16W-18W), 1X(20W), 2X(22W-24W), 
3X(24W+). Imported.
T5EYD Classic Dress   $398. 
T5EYC Women’s Dress   $438.

WOLFORD. Black polyamide and elastane 
“Velvet Deluxe” tights. Sizes XS-XL. Imported.
I01N7 Tights   $44.
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HERVÉ VAN DER STRAETEN. Fortune 
favors those who go for bold gold. 
Hammered 24-karat gold-plated brass 
jewelry: Pierced earrings, 3"L x 17⁄10"W. 
Necklace, 22"L. France.
Y153X Earrings   $350. 
Y155B Necklace   $1,525.

Rachel Roy dress, page 95.
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RED VALENTINO. Forget the L.B.D. Hit the 
season’s soirees in something less expected. 
Dusty Rose brocade apparel of acetate, 
cotton, and polyester: Coat with sequined 
and beaded collar and cuffs. Sleeveless 
dress. Modern sizes 38(0), 40(2), 42(4), 
44(6), 46(8), 48(10), 50(12). Italy.
T53J3 Coat   $1,295. 
T53JH Dress   $595.
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MAGASCHONI. Wispy fabric and glittering accents 
give this top an ethereal quality. Sequined Winter White 
cashmere top. Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), 
XL(16). Imported.
T5G4W Top   $438.

LAFAYETTE 148 NEW YORK. Liquid-like material and 
an unusual cut lend an edge to this party goer’s favorite 
top. Pair with leggings and classic pumps or the season’s 
reigning bootie. Sequined Dusk (navy) silk tunic. Black 
leggings of Italian viscose, polyamide, and elastane. 
Tunic, Classic sizes 4-16. Leggings, Classic sizes P(0-2), 
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5C59 Tunic   $598. 
T56KU Leggings   $198.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. Masculine tweed explores its feminine 
side courtesy of infused synthetic pearls and beads. 
Black/White/Blue tweed jacket of rayon, nylon, polyester, 
cotton, wool, and acrylic with acetate lining. Classic sizes 
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5CFQ Jacket   $325.

MELISSA MASSE. Impressive in its ability to highlight 
pretty curves while hiding little figure flaws, rouching  
is a design detail no woman should deny. Ink (blue) or 
Black jersey dress of rayon, polyester, and spandex. 
Classic sizes XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16); 
Women’s sizes 1X(16W), 2X(18W-20W), 3X(22W-24W). 
USA of imported material. 
T59NU Classic Dress   $325. 
T59NT Women’s Dress   $325.

Hervé van der Straeten earrings, page 80.
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MILLY. Designer Michelle Smith heightens the drama, forging Old Hollywood 
glam with Left Bank sophistication. NM EXCLUSIVE Black/Ballet Pink polyester 
and cotton dress with nylon and rayon lace overlay. Modern sizes 0-12. 
Gold or Gunmetal python-embossed leather “Alexa” shoulder bag. 51⁄2"H 
x 81⁄4"W x 3"D. Dress, imported of Italian and domestic material. Shoulder 
bag, imported.
T5EWN Dress   $420. 
V17QE Shoulder Bag   $345.

KATE SPADE NEW YORK. Black/Old Gold suede sandal with metallic 
leather trim, 1" platform, and 41⁄4" heel. Full and half sizes 5-10B, 11B. Italy.
X17XZ Sandal   $345.

José & Maria Barrera earrings, page 41.
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ALEXIS BITTAR. Just think of her joyous 
reaction when she finds these Deco-inspired 
wonders in her stocking. Hand-sculpted 
and high-polished Lucite® hinged bangles, 
from the Lucite Teatro Moderne Collection, 
listed left to right: Medium crisscross; 
1"-21⁄2"W x 21⁄8"Dia. Large radiant scroll; 
11⁄4"-21⁄2"W x 21⁄4"Dia. Double spiral-cut; 
15⁄8"-21⁄2"W x 2"Dia. USA of domestic and 
imported material.
Y18ZZ Medium Crisscross Bangle   $255. 
Y18ZX Large Radiant Scroll Bangle   $295. 
Y18ZV Double Spiral-Cut Bangle   $350.

KATE SPADE NEW YORK. Style-wise— 
this bag is worth its weight in 24-karat 
bullion. Gold glittered leather “Gold Coast 
Maryanne” shoulder bag. 101⁄4"H x 16"W 
x 51⁄2"D. Imported.
V19RN Shoulder Bag   $478.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. Versatile and perfect for the season, this topper is a brilliant way to 
get your wardrobe into the holiday spirit. Sequined Gold polyester jacket with polyester 
and spandex lining. Modern sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5CF1 Jacket   $225.

CAROLINE ROSE. An elegant take on fashion’s hottest neutral: navy. Sequined 
Navy polyester and spandex velvet bracelet-sleeve jacket and tank. Classic sizes 
XS(4-6), S(8), M(10), L(12-14), XL(16); Petite sizes PXS(4P-6P); PS(8P), PM(10P), 
PL(12P-14P), PXL(16P); and Women’s sizes 1X(16W-18W), 2X(20W-22W), 
3X(24W-26W). USA made of imported material.
T59RT Classic Jacket   $285. 
T59RW Classic Tank   $140. 
T59RR Petite Jacket   $285. 
T59RU Petite Tank   $140. 
T59RS Women’s Jacket   $325. 
T59RV Women’s Tank   $160.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. A dress in a flattering shape is already a great find. When 
fashioned from a luxe material, it becomes an absolute must-have. Green/Gold 
cashmere dress with golden paillettes. Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), 
XL(16). Imported.
T5EXU Dress   $250.

NM EXCLUSIVE. For those who don’t want to bare arms, lace sleeves are a 
chic—and ladylike—way to show some skin. Black cashmere dress with cotton 
lace sleeves. Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5JKD Dress   $398.

NM EXCLUSIVE. A perfect example of why the L.B.D. will never fall out of 
fashion favor. Black cashmere dress with silk mesh bodice. Classic sizes S(4-6), 
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5JKH Dress   $295.

JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. Jet Black Austrian crystal and gunmetal-plated clip 
earrings; 4"L x 23⁄8"W. USA.
Y1ATT Earrings   $390.
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EILEEN FISHER. This designer knows how to 
get flattering results. Case in point: This poncho 
and skirt pairing. Sequined Ash (gray) or 
Black knit poncho of mohair, nylon, wool, 
polyester, acrylic, and alpaca. Pewter silk 
and spandex charmeuse scoop-neck short-
sleeve top. Charcoal merino wool asymmetric 
skirt with silk lining. Classic sizes XS(2-4), 
S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18); Petite 
sizes PP(2P-4P),  PS(6P-8P), PM(10P-12P), 
PL(14P-16P); Women’s sizes 1X(14W-16W), 
2X(18W-20W), 3X(22W-24W). Black poncho 
and top, in Classic sizes only. Imported of 
Italian material.
T59NP Classic Poncho   $368. 
T59NS Classic Top   $188. 
T59NL Classic Skirt   $298. 
T59NQ Petite Poncho   $368. 
T59NM Petite Skirt   $298. 
T59NR Women’s Poncho   $388. 
T59NN Women’s Skirt   $318.

Alexis Bittar bangles, page 85. Wolford tights, page 79.
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BEREK. A smattering of sequins brings to light the brilliance of this knit duo. 
Touch of Fancy (black/gold) acrylic and wool long-sleeve waterfall cardigan 
with sequined cuffs. Sequined Touch of Fancy polyester sleeveless shell. Classic 
sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12), XL(14-16); Petite sizes PXS(4P), PS(6P-8P), PM(8P-10P), 
PL(12P-14P); Women’s sizes 1X(16W), 2X(18W), 3X(20W). Imported.
T5APN Classic Cardigan   $190. 
T5APK Classic Shell   $190. 
T5APR Petite Cardigan   $190. 
T5APM Petite Shell   $190. 
T5APQ Women’s Cardigan   $205. 
T5APL Women’s Shell   $205.

MICHAEL SIMON. Call it the ripple effect: A beautiful undulating pattern makes 
others want to venture out in something stunning. Sequined Black Multi (black/
silver/white) rayon and nylon jacket. Black rayon and nylon sleeveless shell. 
Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12), XL(14-16); Petite sizes PP(0P-2P), PS(4P-6P), 
PM(8P-10P), PL(12P-14P); and Women’s sizes 1X(14W-16W), 2X(18W-20W), 
3X(22W-24W). Imported.
T59S7 Classic Jacket   $220. 
T5AL1 Classic Shell   $75. 
T59S5 Petite Jacket   $220. 
T5AKZ Petite Shell   $75. 
T59S6 Women’s Jacket   $240. 
T5AL0 Women’s Shell   $85.

CAROLINE ROSE. Ruffles tame the otherwise wild nature of this cozy knit. 
Animal (gold/black) printed polyester knit tunic. Black polyester and spandex 
knit wide-leg pants. Classic sizes XS(4-6), S(8), M(10), L(12-14), XL(16); Petite 
sizes PXS(4P-6P), PS(8P), PM(10P), PL(12P-14P), PXL(16P); and Women’s sizes 
1X(16W-18W), 2X(20W-22W), 3X(24W-26W). USA of imported material.
T59RN Classic Tunic   $175. 
T5BVB Classic Pants   $130. 
T59RL Petite Tunic   $175. 
T5BV6 Petite Pants   $130. 
T59RM Women’s Tunic   $200. 
T5BV9 Women’s Pants   $155.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. Shades of gray are at their freshest when paired with a pop of color. Of course, there’s 
something to be said for the understated elegance of a tonal look. Charcoal cashmere cardigan with sequined 
black trim. Modern sizes S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(16). Imported.
T5H9E Cardigan   $250.

MAGASCHONI. Cable designs have been around since knits first kept Nordic fisherman warm. But today’s 
intertwined stitches serve a far more chic purpose. Ivory wool knit cardigan and sleeveless dress. Classic 
sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5G4R Cardigan   $588. 
T5G4S Dress   $348.

MISOOK. Fashion followers wanted to shine this season, and designers heeded their call. One dazzling 
example: This top. Sequined Pewter Multi acrylic and polyester long-sleeve top. Black acrylic and polyester 
palazzo pants. Classic sizes XS(2-4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(12-14), XL(14-16); Women’s sizes 0X(16W-18W), 
1X(20W), 2X(22W-24W), 3X(24W+). Imported.
T5EYH Classic Top   $398. 
T5EYF Classic Pants   $298. 
T5EYG Women’s Top   $438. 
T5EYE Women’s Pants   $328.
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JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. Mined from the 
imagination of a very talented family design team, 
these bold pieces are the focal point of any look. 
Wear them with straight-up black for the full effect. 
Austrian crystal and 24-karat gold-plated clip 
earrings and necklace. Earrings, 3"L x 13⁄8"W. 
Necklace, 16"-26"L with double lobster clasps. 
24-karat gold-plated wide side-hinged bangle, 
11⁄2"W x 2"Dia. Austrian crystal and 24-karat 
gold-plated bangles: Mixed pavé hinged, 1"W x 
21⁄4"Dia. Bamboo (shown twice), 3⁄8"W x 23⁄8"Dia. 
Hammered hinged, 3⁄4"W x 21⁄2"Dia. Wide side-
hinged, 13⁄8"W x 21⁄4"Dia. Wide gold bangle, 
USA. All other styles, USA of domestic and imported 
materials. Also available in Designer Jewelry.
Y1AHC Earrings   $365. 
Y1AHA Necklace   $740. 
Y1AHE Wide Gold Bangle   $415. 
Y0VWN Mixed Pavé Bangle   $525. 
Y1AHJ Bamboo Bangle   $190. 
Y1AHL Hammered Crystal Bangle   $365. 
Y1AHN Wide Crystal Bangle   $525.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. DAVID MEISTER 
demonstrates the beauty of going 
green. Sequined Dark Green polyester 
lace dress with polyester lining. Modern 
sizes 2-16. USA. 
T5BUN Dress   $480.

STUART WEITZMAN. Silver leather 
sandal with Swarovski® crystals and 
4" heel. Full and half sizes 5-10B, 
11B, 12B. Spain of Italian material.
X18BR Sandal   $595.

José & Maria Barrera earrings, page 48.
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ML MONIQUE LHUILLIER. The real magic in 
this illusion-neck lace dress is its ultra flattering 
trompe l’oeil boning. Leopard (brown/tan) 
printed polyester taffeta dress with Black 
nylon Chantilly lace overlay. Modern sizes 
2-14. Imported. 
T5DEU Dress   $498.

José & Maria Barrera earrings, page 48.
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ROBERT GRAHAM. Charm your holiday 
guests in a chic python-patterned dress. 
Purple/Blue Multi printed silk dress with 
sequined trim. Modern sizes 2-16. Imported.
T5FHG Dress   $298.
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RACHEL ROY. The sharp lines of this 
dress are artfully softened with contrasting 
diaphanous pleats. Soil (dark burgundy/
cream) viscose velveteen and silk chiffon 
belted dress. Modern sizes 2-14. Imported. 
T58CR Dress   $448.

JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. 24-karat gold-
plated hinged cuff; 15⁄8"W x 23⁄4"Dia. USA.
Y0MAC Cuff   $365.



AERIN BEAUTY. Introducing a new beauty line 
consisting of an edited selection of must-haves 
and mistake-proof makeup. Infused with a 
combination of floral extracts and signature 
rose scent, the cosmetics help leave the skin 
calm and radiant. The easy glide-on formulas 
and brushes help speed up the application 
process, while producing flawless results for 
day and night. As Aerin says, “I don’t believe 
you need a complicated, time-consuming 
beauty routine to look beautiful.” And she 
couldn’t be more right! The Mini Lipstick in 
Lolabird. The Mini Lip Gloss in Kiss. Holiday 
Style Palette; includes six eye shadows and 
one highlighter. Brush set in a pink/white 
cotton canvas cosmetic bag featuring Aerin’s 
signature pattern; includes Foundation brush, 
Bronzer brush, Highlighter brush, Concealer 
brush, and Lip brush. 3"H x 62⁄5"W x 1"D. To 
view the full collection, visit NeimanMarcus.com.
C13KY The Mini Lipstick-Lolabird   $30. 
C13KW The Mini Lip Gloss-Kiss   $30. 
C13L0 Holiday Style Palette   $70. 
C13L2 Brush Essentials   $148.
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how sweet of you!
We’ve got 

the best 
beauty 
tools, 

stocking 
stuffers, 

and hostess 
gifts  

topping 
everyone’s 

lists.

get ready 
to be 

flooded 
With 

heartfelt 
thank yous! 
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NATORI. Drift off to sleep in elegant 
PJs featuring a lush Asian-inspired floral 
print. Dahlia (raspberry/gold/gray) or 
Teal (teal/gold/gray) printed polyester 
sleepwear: Dolman-sleeve caftan. Long-
sleeve pajamas. Classic sizes XS(0-2), 
S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14), 
XXL(16). Imported. 
I09G0 Dahlia Caftan   $180. 
I09G4 Dahlia Pajamas   $170. 
I09FY Teal Caftan   $180. 
I09G3 Teal Pajamas   $170.
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JAY STRONGWATER. One of the world’s 
most beautiful birds is alighting the latest 
offerings from this design extraordinaire. 
Multicolor hand-enameled decor with 
Swarovski® crystals and glass cabochons: 
Figurine, 15"H x 23"W x 13"D. Peacock 
bird 6x4 frame, 9"H x 81⁄4"W. Trinket 
tray, 5"L x 83⁄4"W. USA. Also available in 
Gift Galleries.
H6CAX Figurine   $5,800.  ($35.) 
H6CB0 Peacock Bird Frame   $2,200. 
H6F6K Trinket Tray   $695.
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TOM FORD BEAUTY. Inspired by Jasmin 
Rouge’s decadent spiced-floral notes, the 
limited-edition lip collection expresses the 
scent’s audacious femininity. Shades of 
cherry red and crimson red are formulated 
in two finishes: a rich, satin matte and 
a lustrous, shiny pearlized. The Jasmin 
Rouge Lip Color Collection and fragrance 
pairing amplifies the impact a Tom Ford 
woman can make. Lip Color, in satin-
matte Narcotic Rouge or Diabolique and 
pearlized finish in Slander or Reckless. 
Jasmin Rouge eau de parfum spray, in 1.7 
ounces/50ml or 3.4 ounces/100ml. Also 
available in Cosmetics.
C12XK Lip Color   $48. 
C0X42 Jasmin Rouge, 1.7 ounces   $205. 
C12XM Jasmin Rouge, 3.4 ounces   $280.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. TOM FORD BEAUTY debuts a 
wardrobe of high-performance polishes, offering 
mega-watt shine, while staying true to color. Give 
the ultimate gift with the complete collection of 16 
Tom Ford Nail Lacquers presented in an elegant Tom 
Ford box. The extra-amplified gloss and shine nail 
lacquer—in a wardrobe of shades, from alluring 
brights to chic neutrals—lets you express your mood 
and complete your look. For a full list of nail lacquer 
colors, visit NeimanMarcus.com. 
C12T0 Nail Lacquer Set   $480.
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SEDU. Want to give curls a whirl, but find regular irons cumbersome? This clipless, 
ergonomically designed tool turns out shiny, long-lasting, professional-grade waves 
sans creases. Simply wrap the hair around the barrel, hold with your fingertips, 
and release. An inclusive heat-proof glove keeps hands burn-free. 1" barrel. 
C0WCF Clipless Curling Iron   $120.

CLARISONIC. Cleanse and prep your skin with patented sonic technology. The 
Mia 2 offers two gentle and effective speeds for cleansing, and is proven to be 
six-times more effective than average cleansers—making skin more receptive 
to skincare ingredients. Mia 2 Sonic Skin Cleansing System, in Bordeaux; 
includes protective travel case and 1-ounce Clarisonic Refreshing Gel Cleanser. 
Also available in Cosmetics.
C12T2 Skin Cleansing System   $149.

ZWILLING POUR HOMME. Quality craftsmanship and precision engineering 
set this grooming trio apart from the other travel packs. The supple leather case 
contains nail clippers, a nail file, and nose and ear trimmer. Grooming set in 
Brown leather case. 87⁄8"L x 21⁄2"W, unfolded; 41⁄4"L, folded. Germany.
C12T9 Grooming Set   $120.

TANDA. Faster than a trip to the dentist and more powerful than a paste, this 
breakthrough teeth-whitening solution uses patented ionic technology to deliver 
fast, professional whitening results sans sensitivity or damage to your enamel. 
A unique double biting tray means teeth are treated on both the front and 
back. Pearl teeth-whitening system; includes Pearl mouth tray, 20 ionic whitening 
gel tubes, and clamshell storage case. Also available in Cosmetics.
C0Y6G Teeth-Whitening System   $195.
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SEDU. Dubbed the most technologically advanced dryer in 
the world, this professional, lightweight tool blows away the 
competition—thanks to its 93 MPH delivery, 18 temperature, 
speed, and ion combinations, unmatched 10,000 hour 
motor life, and no-questions-asked six-year warranty. In 
NM EXCLUSIVE Pink. Also available in Cosmetics.
C12GB Icon™ Privé Hair Dryer   $700.

PALOMAR. What good is light without the action? This simple, 
easy-to-use tool utilizes micro-fine beams of laser light to reach 
deeply into the skin’s sub layers (where wrinkles form) and treat 
the skin’s aging support structure. Over 92% of participants in 
a clinical study reported a visible improvement in fine lines and 
wrinkles around the eyes in just one month. PaloVia® Skin
Renewing Laser®; includes charger and 1-ounce Pre-Treatment Gel. 
C122N PaloVia Skin Renewing Laser   $499.

TWEEZERMAN. Take the bore out of her brow-shaping chore 
with this dazzling rendition of a classic beauty tool. These luxe 
edition, award-winning pinch-proof stainless steel tweezers get 
a glam makeover via light-reflecting crystals and a matching 
stand. NM EXCLUSIVE Pink or Clear Swarovski® crystal and 
stainless steel slant tweezers and stand.
C12T8 NM EXCLUSIVE Pink Set   $200.
C10EG Clear Set   $200.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. BOBBI BROWN knows that a beautiful visage starts with 
the perfect set of tools. The venerable makeup artist has assembled her 
seven favorites and scaled them down for on-the-go application. The Holiday 
Caviar and Oyster Travel Brush Set includes Foundation, Blush, Eye Brow, 
Eye Sweep, Eye Smudge, Angle Eye Shadow, and Dual-Ended Eyeliner/Ultra 
Fine Eyeliner brushes in a chic brown faux-leather hard case. 
C130J Travel Brush Set   $125.

LAURA MERCIER. It’s the perfect introduction to this upscale cosmetics line: 
a handbag-bound case containing smooth, stay-put eye shadows, hint-of-tint 
cheek colors, flattering lipsticks, and precision brushes. Glamour Wardrobe 
in brown faux-snakeskin hard case; includes eight Eye Colours, four Crème 
Cheek Colours, five Lip Glazes, Double-Ended Crease/Smudge Brush, Travel 
Pony Tail Brush, and Travel Lip Brush. 41⁄2"H x 6"L x 15⁄8"D. 
C130M Glamour Wardrobe   $98.

GUERLAIN. Known for creating scents rich in heritage and tradition, this 
perfumery has quickly gained prominence for its equally superb cosmetics. 
The eye-and-lip palette draws inspiration from the art of calligraphy and 
Asian beauty rituals with colors meant to define and shine. The shimmer 
powder is based on Liu, one of the house’s revival scents. Dust it over the neck, 
décolleté, and hair for a subtle sheen and whiff of rose and vanilla. From the 
Holiday Collection by LIU: Eye and Lip Calligraphy Palette; includes three 
eyeshadows, one matte black eyeliner, two red lipstick shades, and two 
brushes for high-precision application. Perfumed Shimmer Powder Face and 
Body Spray, 1.7 ounces/50ml.
C13GC Eye and Lip Calligraphy Palette   $79. 
C13HG Perfumed Shimmer Powder   $88.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. LE MÉTIER DE BEAUTÉ rings in the holidays with a kit that 
makes lips utterly kissable. Four lovely shades of red and pink come together 
to create a modern, yet sensuous mouth. Wear them alone or mixed together 
for a shade that draws the right one in. Kaleidoscope Lip Kit Bauhaus, in 
Linaire, Criterion, Esthetique, and Silhouette; .085-ounce pots. 
C13K3 Lip Kit   $95.

NM EXCLUSIVE. FRASCO offers a beautiful addition to your vanity in the form 
of these handmade, optically correct, and distortion-free mirrors. Patterned 
after a family heirloom, the fine carving and bright finish are distinguished by 
their old-world charm. Handcrafted Chrome or Brass mirror with antiqued back 
plate. Germany.
C13HJ Chrome Mirror   $496. 
C13HL Brass Mirror   $462.

NM EXCLUSIVE. SULWHASOO creates the fairest compact of them all with 
these purse-sized pieces inspired by traditional Korean symbols of beauty, 
such as the peony and latticework. Limited-edition golden metal Shine Classic 
Powder Compacts with neutral powder and puff. Imported. For additional 
styles, visit NeimanMarcus.com.
C13K5 2003 Lattice Edition   $150. 
C13KD 2010 Plum Blossom Edition   $150. 
C13K7 2004 Wa-Dang Edition   $150.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. First invented by the chef of a French 
sugar industrialist, this sweet-and-salty confection stands 
the test of time—and taste. Pecan pralines in deluxe gift 
box; 32 ounces. USA.
H2R9C Pecan Pralines   $55.

NM EXCLUSIVE. An exceptional blend of fruit, nuts, and 
spices will change any negative opinions you may hold 
of this oft-maligned dessert. NM Fruitcake in holiday tin; 
2 lbs. USA.
H2R9F Fruitcake   $32.

NM EXCLUSIVE. Give yourself permission to indulge—
after all, it’s impossible to have just one of these bite-size 
temptations. Chocolate and vanilla petit fours in holiday 
gift box; 3 dozen. USA.
H4J4Q Petite Fours   $36.

NM EXCLUSIVE. It may seem impossible to improve upon 
one of Earth’s juiciest fruits, yet here’s proof of its perfection. 
Honey-glacéd apricots in tin; 36 ounces. USA.
Q500T Apricots   $85.

MINI CARAFE SET. These miniaturized decanters ensure the 
perfect pour for each guest at the table. Set of six assorted 
Clear glass mini carafes; each, 61⁄4"H x 21⁄4"Dia. Imported.
H6DSH Set of Six Mini Carafes $85.

NM EXCLUSIVE. While these plates make a serviceable 
addition to any buffet, such prettiness will make you 
want to simply display them. Set of four White porcelain 
dessert plates with 24-karat gold-scripted “Cheers” in 
four languages; 8"Dia. Arrives in gift box. Imported.
H6DUE Set of Four Dessert Plates   $60.
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MACKENZIE-CHILDS. Trees flocked in the 
company’s signature black-and-white checks 
will add whimsy to your home. Handpainted 
Black/White terracotta accessories with 
bronzed stainless steel trim: Cookie jar;14"H 
x 91⁄2"Dia. Candy jar; 83⁄4"H x 7"Dia. Tree 
dish; 8"L x 81⁄2"W. USA.
H6A5R Cookie Jar   $345. 
H6A5Q Candy Jar   $250. 
H6A3Z Tree Dish   $88.

MACKENZIE-CHILDS. Idyllic country scenes 
are rendered beautifully in these charming 
ornaments. Multicolor handpainted glass 
ornaments: Pig in Boots; 4"H x 41⁄2"W x 11⁄2"D. 
Farm Truck; 41⁄2"H x 5"W x 2"D. Imported. 
H6BY9 Pig in Boots   $88. 
H6BY8 Farm Truck   $88.
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YOKU MOKU. What’s a tall glass of milk without the perfect 
accompaniment? Cookies this good will satisfy your sugar cravings. 
Butter cookie tins: Petite; 33 cookies. 81⁄4"H x 71⁄4"W. Large; 50 cookies. 
101⁄2"H x 81⁄2"W. Japan. 
Q50K2 Petite Cookie Tin   $36. Q50K5 Large Cookie Tin   $48.

NM EXCLUSIVE. From his belly to yours—this jolly Santa is a kitchen’s 
most quaint containment for sweets. Handpainted and handcrafted 
ceramic cookie jar; 103⁄8"H x 63⁄4"Dia. Imported.
H6BA7 Cookie Jar   $45.

NM EXCLUSIVE. St. Nick is coming to town, and he’s dressed for 
every occasion. Multicolor handpainted and handblown glass Santa 
ornaments, listed left to right. Poland.
H6D7R Feathered Friends Santa, 61⁄2"H   $58. 
H6D7X French Musician Santa, 6"H   $58. 
H6D7Z Equestrian Santa, 6"H   $58. 
H6D7V Alpine Santa, 7"H   $58

NM EXCLUSIVE. This merry ornament features icons of U.S. cities (where, 
not so coincidentally, NM stores are located). Its companion piece, a vivid 
book, illustrates these sites with award-worthy artwork. Multicolor hand-
painted glass “12 Days of Christmas in America” ornament; 4"Dia. “The 
12 Days of Christmas in America” book by Michael Storrings; 7"Sq. Imported.
H6D2J “12 Days of Christmas in America” Ornament   $98. 
H6D0J “The 12 Days of Christmas in America” Book   $30.
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MICHAEL ARAM. Two great options 
emerge as perfect hostess gifts: One, 
a visual representation of a much-
beloved Christmas song. And two, a 
beautiful snowflake rendered with an 
artisanal slant. Handcrafted Partridge 
in a Pear Tree ornament of silver 
plate, golden plate, and oxidized 
pewter with (not shown) black fabric 
ribbon; 41⁄4"H x 51⁄2"W x 13⁄4"D. 
Nickel-plated snowflake ornament 
with (not shown) black fabric ribbon; 
4"Dia. Imported.
H6C81 Partridge in a 
 Pear Tree Ornament   $49. 
H666S Snowflake Ornament   $39.

SIMON PEARCE. Contemplating 
what to put under the tree? The 
answer is clear: a beautiful fir replica. 
Clear or Bubble glass Evergreen trees. 
USA. Listed left to right:
H6CWD 14" Clear Tree   $200. 
H6CYF 8" Bubble Tree   $125. 
H6CYJ 12" Bubble Tree   $185. 
H6CWG 20" Clear Tree   $300. 
H6CWC 10" Clear Tree   $165. 
H6CYM 16" Bubble Tree   $250. 
H6CW9 6" Clear Tree   $100.
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VAGABOND HOUSE. You’ve popped the cork 
and filled the chalice—now preserve the wine 
with an ornate stopper befitting your lovely castle. 
Fleur de Lis bottle stopper of pewter, stainless 
steel, and black rubber in black fabric case with 
satin tie; 4"H x 13⁄4"W. Imported.
H6DTU Bottle Stopper   $36.

NM EXCLUSIVE. CRISTAL DE PARIS ensures every 
clink of sparkling glasses means a good time is 
being had by all. Set of four Clear French crystal 
wine glasses; each, 8.86"H. Holds 17 ounces. 
Arrives in gift box. France.
H6DQY Set of Four Wine Glasses   $80.

NM EXCLUSIVE. The comfort and joy of hot 
cocoa is even more warming with a beautiful 
mug. Monogrammed porcelain mug; 33⁄4"H x 
35⁄8"Dia. Imported. Letters F, I, O, Q, U, V, X, Y 
and Z not available. 
H6DXE Monogrammed Mug   $10.
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JULISKA. A traditional winter scene is always right at 
home—even in a modern setting. Handpainted Ruby/
White ceramic serveware, from the Country Estate 
Winter Holiday Collection: Set of two “Winter Frolic” 
mugs; each, 4"H x 31⁄2"W. Set of four assorted party 
plates; each, 81⁄2"Dia. “Winter Main House” hostess 
tray; 61⁄2"H x 15"W. “Winter Frolic” soy wax candle; 
3"H x 31⁄2"Dia. Ornaments with plaid grosgrain ribbon 
bow, in “Winter Boat House”, “Winter Main House”, or 
“Winter Stable”; each, 41⁄2"L x 4"W. Imported. All arrive 
in signature holiday gift box.
H6EZL Set of Two Mugs   $68. 
H6EZM Set of Four Party Plates   $95. 
H6EZJ Hostess Tray   $62. 
H6EZR Candle   $42. 
H6F00 “Winter Boathouse” Ornament   $25. 
H6EZU “Winter Mainhouse” Ornament   $25. 
H6EZX “Winter Stable” Ornament   $25.



NM EXCLUSIVE. A prized collectible (and gift), 
this year’s NM snow globe pays tribute to Mr. 
Clause’s favorite pet. Handpainted resin and 
glass snow globe; plays We Wish You a Merry 
Christmas. 4"H x 4"Dia. Imported.
H6CA3 Snow Globe   $90.

NM EXCLUSIVE. While Santa expects warm 
cookies by the fire—he’ll be delighted to see them 
served up on such an appropriately decorated 
plate. Glass platter; 134⁄5"Dia. Imported. 
H6D04 Platter   $35.

HALCYON DAYS ENAMELS. A handpainted 
limoge is the perfect spot to secret away treasures 
of a smaller scale. Multicolor enameled porcelain 
and copper box; 11⁄8"H x 11⁄2"Dia. England. 
H6HLM Box   $275.
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TOMS. Cool kicks for the guy who 
refuses to blend in. Camouflage (olive/
brown) printed fabric slip-on. Full and 
half sizes 7D, 8-111⁄2D, 12D, 13D. With 
every pair you purchase, TOMS will give 
a pair of new shoes to a child in need. 
One for One™. Imported. 
N1TKP Slip-on   $104.

THE NFL’S TOP 100 BOOK. Score 
a gift-giving touchdown with a copy 
of James Buckley, Jr.’s “The NFL’s 
Top 100 The Greatest Players of All 
Time”. Monday-morning quarterbacks, 
fantasy football friends, and armchair 
enthusiasts alike will love reliving the 
physical achievements and defining 
moments of those who have most 
memorably dominated the field. “The 
NFL’s Top 100 The Greatest Players of 
All Time” book with embossed Brown 
leather cover; 111⁄2"H x 92⁄5"W. USA.
H6HSF “The NFL’s Top 100 The 
 Greatest Players of All Time” 
 Book   $145.

NM EXCLUSIVE. These tool-time 
essentials are guaranteed to get Mr. 
Fix-it back on the job. Brown deerskin 
tool kit; includes wrenches, screw drivers 
with wood handles, hammer with 
wood handle, and pliers. Germany.
H6FHR Tool Kit   $500.

The besT Tool for fixing his “i don’T need anyThing” aTTiTude? 
one of These
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NM EXCLUSIVE. As effortless as a Tee without the slacker-reputation—
that’s the genius behind the easy pullover. Striped superfine cashmere 
sweater. Sizes S-XXL. Imported.
N1VC5 Blue/Gray/Orange Sweater   $235. 
N1VC3 Black/Charcoal/Merlot Sweater   $235. 
N1VC4 Charcoal/Purple/Gray Sweater   $235.

SANTIAGO GONZALES. These “money managers” are for the guy 
whose cash deserves more dash. Crocodile wallet; 31⁄2"H x 41⁄2"W 
x 1"D. Colombia.
N14R6 Black Wallet   $585. 
N1XSW Green Wallet   $585. 
N14R7 Brown Wallet   $585. 
N1TQY Bright Blue Wallet   $585. 
N1TQW Orange Wallet   $585.

FRYE. Buttoned up? No. Business like? Yes. This cool accessory—with 
its old-world patina—is the perfect catchall for laptops, papers, and 
other tools. Brown Antique distressed leather briefcase. 151⁄4"H x 
11"W x 3"D. Imported.
N1NWQ Briefcase   $478.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. Keep paperwork in its 
place—and the date top of mind—with 
this artful addition to your desk. Etched 
silver-plated paperweight; 41⁄2"H x 
23⁄4"Dia. Imported.
H6HLK Paperweight   $30.

NM EXCLUSIVE. Quite possibly the 
perfect combination of elements—and 
therefore the perfect gift—a classic men’s 
shirt unites with fabric spun from the 
finest yarns. Cashmere long-sleeve polo 
shirt. Sizes S-XXL. Imported.
N1VCD Poppy Mélange 
 Polo   $175. 
N1VCC Sea Water (teal) 
 Polo   $175. 
N1VCA Purple Polo   $175. 
N1VCB Chocolate Polo   $175. 
N1VC9 Black Polo   $175.

RAVI RATAN. For the man who wears 
his political passions on his sleeve,  
a pair of patriotic cuff links. Red/ 
White/Blue enamel and silver metal 
cuff links. Imported.
N1WSD Flag Cuff Links   $50. 
N1WSB Donkey Cuff Links   $50. 
N1WSC Elephant Cuff Links   $50.

NM EXCLUSIVE. When you find fash-
ion’s versatile equivalent to the universal 
remote—a basic comfy sweater—you 
buy it in every color. Virgin cashmere 
V-neck sweater. Sizes S-XXL. Imported.
N1V7X Merlot Sweater   $295. 
N1V7V Bottle Green Sweater   $295. 
N1V7W America Blue Sweater   $295. 
N1V7Z Lake Placid Blue 
 Sweater   $295. 
N1V7Y Natural Rye Sweater   $295. 
N1V7U Derby Gray Sweater   $295. 
N1V7T Black Sweater   $295.

BRIONI. When it’s time to sign on the 
dotted line—do so in a tie that’s seriously 
stylish. Gray/Black or Blue/Navy silk 
tie and pocket square set. Italy.
N1R76 Gray/Black Set   $305. 
N1R72 Blue/Navy Set   $305.

NM EXCLUSIVE. You want to stand out 
for all of the right reasons—calibrate your 
wardrobe’s spectrum with understated 
shades. Cashmere long-sleeve pullover. 
Sizes S-XXL. Imported. 
N1VC7 Navy/Purple/Gray 
 Pullover   $295. 
N1VC8 Brown/Navy/Gray 
 Pullover   $295. 
N1VC6 Charcoal/Merlot/Gray 
 Pullover   $295.

RAVI RATAN. He’ll never again have 
to hunt for the missing link thanks to 
this instant organizer. Black crocodile-
embossed cuff-link box with black 
faux-suede lining. Imported.
N1WBF Double-Layer Cuff-Link 
 Box   $250. 
N1WBE Single-Layer Cuff-Link 
 Box, not shown   $195.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. Send your traveling man on 
his way with this luxurious set of essentials. 
Brown woven lambskin furnishings: Toiletry 
case, 6"H x 10"W x 5"D. Cuff-link box, 11⁄2"H 
x 4"W x 31⁄4"D. Germany. 
H6FHK Toiletry Case   $325. 
H6FGT Cuff-Link Box   $175.

Zwilling Pour Homme grooming set, page 102.

NM EXCLUSIVE. Does his style fall apart at the 
stroke of midnight? End—and start—his day 
with a great-looking pair of PJs. Navy/Light 
Blue striped or White/Brown/Blue plaid cotton 
pajamas. Sizes S-XL. Italy. 
N1TN0 Navy/Light Blue Pajamas   $98. 
N1TMZ White/Brown/Blue Pajamas   $98.

NM EXCLUSIVE. Avoid gift-giving mishaps by 
opting for something plush with a personal 
touch. White cotton waffle robe with terry 
lining and optional white or navy monogram in 
style shown. Sizes M-XL. Imported. Allow 2-3 
weeks. Personalized items cannot be canceled 
or returned.
N1W1C Robe, Monogrammed   $197. 
N1Y16 Robe, Plain   $195.

UGG® AUSTRALIA. The king of your domain 
will love kicking back in the regal comfort of a 
“Byron” or “Ascot” slip-on. Men’s slipper with 
natural shearling (Australia) lining and rubber 
sole: Bomber Chocolate leather “Byron”. Black 
leather “Ascot”. Full sizes 8-15D. Imported. 
N1ST3 “Byron” Slipper   $140. 
N0ADP “Ascot” Slipper   $120.
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FRYE. The perfect remedy for cold feet? A pair of warm house 
shoes in which to while away the off hours. Dark Brown leather 
“Homer” slipper with natural rabbit (China) lining. Full and half 
sizes 7-12D, 13D. Imported. 
N1TN3 Slipper   $188.

NM EXCLUSIVE. A half zipper puts a great spin on the typical 
pullover. Cashmere sweater. Sizes S-XXL. Imported.
N1V83 Purple Combo Sweater   $345. 
N1V80 Gray Combo Sweater   $345. 
N1V82 Natural Combo Sweater   $345. 
N1V81 Blue Combo Sweater   $345.

NM EXCLUSIVE. You won’t think twice about giving this gift 
when you consider its most notable quality: making the recipient 
feel like he’s walking on cloud nine. Two-pair set of cashmere 
socks; includes one pair in Black and your choice of Red, 
Charcoal, Navy, Taupe, Brown, or Black. In one size. Italy.
N10EQ Two-Pair Sock Set   $98.



PARROT ZIK BY PHILIPPE STARCK. When 
your favorite bands aren’t touring, get the 
next best thing in listening experiences. 
Dubbed the headset for the smart-phone 
generation, Parrot Zik features active 
noise cancellation, swipe touch-sensitive 
control, audio concert-hall sound, and 
a music-pause motion detector that 
means you’ll never miss a beat when the 
headphones are removed. Headphones 
of black leather, silver metal, and black 
foam. Imported.
H6HUT Headphones   $400.

 

“MAGIC CUBE” KEYBOARD. Clunky 
keyboards are soon to be a thing of the 
past. Compatible with most mobile devices 
and computers, this revolutionary accessory 
uses laser-beam technology to generate 
a full-size standard keyboard on almost 
any flat surface. Compatible with iPhone® 

3GS/4/4S, iPad® iOS4 and higher, Android 
2.0 and higher, Mac OSX, Windows Phone 
7, and Windows XP/Vista/7. Imported.
H6HSM Keyboard Projector   $170.

MOBILE CINEMA i20 PROJECTOR & 
BATTERY PACK. A brilliant addition to 
your iPhone or iPad, this compact and 
cable-free gadget offers a high-quality, 
50-inch projection of pictures, movies, 
presentations, and more against any surface. 
Having a low-battery emergency? Its internal 
recharger boosts your device’s power by up 
to 30 percent. 23⁄8"L x 21⁄8"W x 3⁄4"D; also 
includes stand (not shown). Compatible with 
iPhone 3GS and higher and all generations 
of iPad. Imported.
H6JBT Black Mobile Cinema i20 
 Projector and Battery Pack   $150.
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JOHN HARDY. Masculine and bling-free, these wrap stars are sure to strike a fashionable 
cord with the minimalist in your life. From the Naga Collection: Nylon and sterling silver wrap 
bracelets, in Blue, Red, or Black. Imported. Also available in The Man’s Store.
N1WE3 Blue Bracelet   $350. N1WE2 Black Bracelet   $350. 
N1WE4 Red Bracelet   $350.

NM EXCLUSIVE. Maximize his fashion potential with a piece that looks great inside and out. 
Black/Gray or Gray/Navy cashmere reversible cardigan. Sizes S-XXL. Imported.
N1VCE Black/Gray Cardigan   $595. N1VCF Gray/Navy Cardigan   $595.

UGG® AUSTRALIA. Tech-savvy gloves can be sophisticated in more ways than one: In addition 
to keeping hands nice and warm, this pair also allows for hassle-free typing on smart phones or 
tablets. Brown or Black leather touch-screen gloves with cashmere lining. Sizes M-XL. Imported.
N1TLZ Gloves   $125.

BURBERRY BRIT. High-style guys will love wearing this sweater’s impressive pedigree on their 
sleeve. Cashmere sweater with signature checked cotton elbow patches. Sizes S-XXL. Imported.
N1TNZ Dark Kelp Green Sweater   $450. N1TNY Trench (Tan) Sweater   $450. 
N1TP1 Bright Bilberry (Maroon) Sweater   $450. N1TNX Mid Gray Mélange 
N1TP0 Navy Sweater   $450.  Sweater   $450.
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KATE SPADE NEW YORK. A pretty 
jeweled accent ensures these classic 
skimmers keep in step with modern 
style. Suede ballet flat with clear crystal 
detail and leather sole, in Bright Red, 
Mink (tan), or Black. Full and half 
sizes 5-10B, 11B. Italy.
X1ATX Ballet Flat   $328.

NM EXCLUSIVE. TAHARI offers a 
subtle ruffle to soften this classic suit. 
Crimson wool and silk suit. Modern 
sizes 2-16. Imported. 
T58VB Suit   $425.

Nancy Gonzalez handbag, page 136.

OOHSHolidays  aside, red is Having a fasHion moment. Bold, emotive, and sexy.



IN CASHMERE. Classic black and white has never looked this modern. Black/White 
cashmere wave-knit half-sleeve sweater. Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), 
XL(16). Imported.
T5G57 Wave-Knit Sweater   $250.

NM EXCLUSIVE BY SOFIA CASHMERE. Stunning in its simplicity, this dress provides the 
perfect backdrop for amazing accessories. Pompeii (burgundy) cashmere three-quarter-
sleeve dress. Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5G8H Dress   $295.

NM EXCLUSIVE BY SOFIA CASHMERE. Python continues to be news in prints, but 
a rich red makes this piece a charmer. Dark Red (red/black) printed cashmere 
sweater. Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5G7L Printed Sweater   $225

PURE HANDKNIT. Beautiful and ecologically sound, this sweater (as the name implies) 
was knit by hand and supplied by a company that practices sustainable production. 
Red cotton double-knit cardigan. Classic sizes S/M(6-8), M/L(10-12). Imported.
T5AUY Cardigan   $150.
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JANE POST. For the woman who likes her 
classics with a twist—a traditional velvet 
coat in unexpected burgundy. Burgundy 
or Black cotton water-resistant velvet coat. 
Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), 
XL(16). Imported.
T5AD3 Coat   $595.



MINNIE ROSE. Kick start your holidays with a motorcycle jacket in a bold hue. 
Cordovan cotton and spandex knit jacket with dyed Mongolian lamb (China) collar. 
Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5BGB Jacket   $495.

NM EXCLUSIVE. A traditional cardi becomes cool with the addition of soft-hued 
streamers. Merlot/Charcoal cashmere cardigan with silk ribbon trim. Classic sizes 
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5EXT Cardigan   $225.

JOHNNY WAS. Escape the winter blues with something bright and cheery. 
Embroidered Candy Apple Red rayon georgette tunic. Candy Apple Red cotton 
tank. Classic sizes XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12), XL(14), XXL(16) and Women’s sizes 
1X(18W-20W), 2X(22W-24W), 3X(26W). Imported. 
T59R4 Classic Tunic   $215. T59R3 Women’s Tunic   $235. 
T5N1D Classic Tank   $45. T5N1C Women’s Tank   $55.

CITYSLIPS LUXE. Give tired, sore feet the slip with these glammed-up, stow-and-go 
shoes. Black or Silver leather foldable ballet slippers with glitter accents and pink 
drawstring pouch. Sizes S(5-61⁄2), M(7-81⁄2), L(9-101⁄2). Imported. 
H6GUA Ballet Slippers $58.
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MELISSA MASSE. Cultivate a more chic nature with a graphic floral print. Poppy 
Print (black/fuchsia/white) dress of rayon, polyester, and spandex. Classic sizes 
XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16); Women’s sizes 1X(16W), 2X(18W-20W), 
3X(22W-24W). USA of imported material.
T59NW Classic Dress   $350. 
T59NV Women’s Dress   $350.

GRAPHIC IMAGE. A must-read for every fashionphile—this book by Anne Daniau 
celebrates the late Alexander McQueen with personal anecdotes from fellow designers 
and 400 gorgeous black-and-white and color photographs. “Lee Alexander McQueen 
Love Looks Not With the Eyes” book with White snakeskin-embossed calfskin cover; 
13"H x 10"W. USA.
H6HSJ “Lee Alexander McQueen Love Looks Not With the Eyes” Book   $220.

KATE SPADE NEW YORK. The perfect resting spot for dazzling rings—it’s a pretty, 
yet practical gift. Silver-plated ring holder. Imported.
H6HUU Ring Holder   $40.
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EILEEN FISHER. An arresting look for the 
woman who likes to pull out all the fashion 
stops. Sequined Crimson or Black silk knit 
tunic. Black ponte narrow pants of Italian 
viscose, nylon, and spandex. Classic sizes 
XS(2-4), S(6-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18); 
Petite sizes PP(2P-4P), PS(6P-8P), PM(10P-12P), 
PL(14P-16P); Women’s sizes 1X(14W-16W), 
2X(18W-20W), 3X(22W-24W). Imported. 
T59NH Classic Tunic   $318. 
T5K6S Classic Pants   $228. 
T59NJ Petite Tunic   $318. 
T5K6T Petite Pants   $228. 
T59NK Women’s Tunic   $338. 
T5K6U Women’s Pants   $248.

KATE SPADE NEW YORK. Black sugar 
suede “Lori” pump with leather sole and 41⁄4" 
heel. Full and half sizes 5-10B, 11B. Italy.
X17YQ Pump   $328.

EILEEN FISHER. Simple in design and pure 
in its mission (to keep you comfortable!), 
this flat proves the basics can be beautiful. 
Ballet flat with rubber sole and hidden 1⁄4" 
wedge, in Black, Crimson, or Navy suede 
or Platinum or Pyrite (pewter) metallic 
leather. Sizes 5-10B, 11B. Imported.
X1ASU Suede Flat   $225. 
X1ASN Metallic Leather Flat   $225.
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IN CASHMERE. The season’s perfect dress 
goes graphic in black and pulse-racing 
red. Black/Red printed cashmere dress. 
Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), 
XL(16). Imported.
T5G5U Dress   $395.

JUICY COUTURE. Black dyed calf hair 
(China) bootie with leather sole and 3" wedge. 
Full and half sizes 5-10B, 11B. Imported.
X1AZ6 Bootie   $250.



JOAN VASS. What’s red and black and great all over? You, in this cozy sweater. 
Crimson Red/Black colorblocked silk and cashmere sweater with golden metal 
buttons. Classic sizes 0(4), 1(6-8), 2(10-12), 3(14-16); Petite sizes 0P(4P), 
1P(6P-8P), 2P(10P-12P), 3P(14P-16P); and Women’s sizes 1X(14W-16W), 
2X(18W-20W), 3X(22W-24W). Imported. 
T5CXH Classic Sweater   $275. 
T5CXF Petite Sweater   $275. 
T5CXG Women’s Sweater   $295.

TARYN ROSE. Every step she takes will be stylish and comfortable—thanks to an 
ergonomically correct design. Black or Merlot patent leather wedge with 21⁄2" heel. 
Full and half sizes 5-10B, 11B. Imported.
X1C9H Wedge   $249.

IN CASHMERE. Shapely arms get the attention they deserve in this flutter-sleeve top. 
Red or Black cashmere top with rhinestone shoulder detail. Classic sizes S(4-6), 
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5G56 Top   $195.

NM EXCLUSIVE. LISA TODD makes a simple pullover posh with the addition of 
lustrous spangles. Red cotton and cashmere long-sleeve sweater with sequined collar 
and pocket. Modern sizes S(4-6), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(14-16). Imported.
T5BM9 Sweater   $225.
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GUCCI. This venerable house of fashion projects 
a youthful vibe by imbuing each piece with a little 
bit of sass and a whole lot of sex appeal. Graphite/
Black GG-printed wool and silk shawl with natural 
silver fox (Finland) trim; 491⁄5"Sq. Italy.
D0BPX Shawl   $2,200.
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PRADA. The simplicity of clean lines and 
pretty hues always carries the day. Leather 
tote; 141⁄2"H x 101⁄4"W x 63⁄4"D. Italy.
V18MQ Baltico (Blue) Tote   $1,730. 
V18MN Caramel Tote   $1,730. 
V18MN Viola Tote   $1,730. 
V16AE Smeraldo (Emerald) 
 Tote   $1,730. 
V18MQ Grafite Tote   $1,730. 
V18MQ Bordeaux Tote   $1,730. 
V18MN Black Tote, not shown   $1,730.
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EMILIO PUCCI. An abstract pattern meets a slimming 
silhouette in this dress that pays homage to the Italian 
house’s signature mod prints. Blue printed viscose 
jersey side-zip dress. Modern sizes 38(4), 40(6), 
42(8), 44(10), 46(12), 48(14). Italy. 
B1YQH Dress   $1,890.
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NANCY GONZALEZ. Display your gift-
giving chops with something snappy. Red 
Shiny or Black Shiny crocodile handbag 
with detachable shoulder strap. 73⁄4"H x 
121⁄2"W x 41⁄2"D. Imported.
V17KM Handbag   $2,950.

MILLY. Black leather pleated dress. Classic 
sizes 0-12. Italy of imported material.
T52BC Leather Dress   $895.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. JOHN HARDY commemorates 
the Year of the Dragon with a token worthy of 
her affection. Jewelry of ruby, sterling silver, 
and 18-karat gold, from the Naga Collection: 
Kick cuff with .67-carat diamonds, 2"W x 
2"Dia. Ring with faceted manmade ruby 
and .28-carat diamonds, in size 7. Pierced 
earrings with faceted manmade ruby, 4⁄5"L x 
2⁄5"W. Necklace with 1.34-carat diamonds, 
20"L. Imported. Total carat weights stated.
Y1AGV Kick Cuff   $5,000. 
Y1AGU Ring   $2,750. 
Y1AGT Earrings   $895. 
Y1AGP Necklace   $5,995.
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BURBERRY. This Brit-born design house continues to focus 
on its fashionable future, while honoring its checkered 
past. Dark Marigold/Amber checked felted tote of nylon, 
cotton, and acrylic with leather trim; 13"H x 15"W x 6"D. 
Dark Fawn (brown/black) suede and dyed calf hair (New 
Zealand) bootie with leather trim, rubber sole, and 1½" 
heel. Full and half sizes 5-11B. Italy.
V17S1 Tote   $1,795. 
X1BUB Bootie   $795.
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FENDI. Scaled-down style perfect for a 
take-just-the-essentials agenda. Calfskin 
“Fendista” pouchette with detachable 
golden metal chain crossbody strap, in 
Red, Black, or Chestnut; 51⁄2"H x 9"W x 
21⁄2"D. Italy.
V18J8 Pouchette   $825.
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YVES SAINT LAURENT. A sophisticated clutch in a bold hue is sure to grab her attention. 
Calfskin clutch, in Pink, Deep Red, or (not shown) Black; 61⁄2"H x 11"W x 13⁄4"D. Italy.
V14NJ Clutch   $595.
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VALENTINO. A study in contradiction, 
golden studs give this otherwise ladylike 
carryall a bit of edge. Rosso Scuro (red) 
or Poudre (blush) patent leather handbag 
with golden metal chain strap; 91⁄2"H x 
13"W x 41⁄2"D. Italy. Also available in 
Designer Handbags.
V15BB Handbag   $1,995.
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RACHEL ZOE. Chic doesn’t even begin 
to describe these accessories. Choose an 
animal tote and prove your style instincts are 
always right. Pair it with these divine booties. 
Luggage/Black printed calf hair (China) 
and leather “Zoe Tote Deux” tote; 143⁄4"H x 
121⁄2"W x 61⁄2"D. Black suede “Dora” bootie 
with golden metal accents, back zipper, 
leather sole, 11⁄2" platform, and 53⁄4" heel. 
Full and half sizes 5-10B, 11B. Imported.
V16RT Tote   $595. 
X1ALP Bootie   $495.

Donna Karan hosiery, page 44.
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TORY BURCH. When it comes to strict 
matching of accessories, nix the rules. 
These neutrals can commingle with 
each other or previously forbidden 
hues, such as navy or gray. Black 
leather “Megan” satchel; 121⁄4"H x 
14"W x 5"D. Coconut (dark brown) 
or Black leather “Jess” boot with 
golden metal band, leather sole, 
inside zipper, and 1⁄2" heel. Full and 
half sizes 5-10B, 11B. Imported.
V19NL Handbag   $550. 
X1AAX Boot   $525.
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NM EXCLUSIVE BY SOFIA CASHMERE. 
Equally elegant when paired with monotones 
or color, this cardigan takes your wardrobe 
to new dimensions. Ivory cashmere cardigan 
with natural fox (Canada) trim. Modern sizes 
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5EYS Cardigan   $695.

STEPHANIE ANNE. 24-karat gold-plated 
bronze necklaces. USA.
Y0WD6 36" Necklace   $455. 
Y0WD4 42" Necklace   $475.

SOFIA CASHMERE. Create maximum 
impact by contrasting this coat’s decorative 
collar with minimum accessories. Black 
wool and cashmere coat with dyed silver-
tipped fox (Finland) collar. Modern sizes 
4-14. Imported. 
T5AE9 Coat   $1,500.
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OSCAR DE LA RENTA. He roared onto the 
scene in the '60s and has been awing us 
ever since! The designer’s new jewelry suite 
is just one example of why he’s lionized 
by the fashion elite. Jewelry of Swarovski® 
crystals, glass stones, pewter, and brass: 
Adjustable ring, in one size. Clip earrings, 
21⁄2"L. Necklace, 31"-35"L. USA.
Y14AM Ring   $265. 
Y14AK Earrings   $395. 
Y14AH Necklace   $525.

GUCCI. The perfect everyday shoulder bag 
for the 24/7 sophisticate. Embossed leather 
shoulder bag, in NM EXCLUSIVE Porridge 
(beige) or Black. 111⁄2"H x 133⁄4"W x 
63⁄4"D. Italy.
V14CJ NM EXCLUSIVE Porridge 
 Shoulder Bag   $1,750. 
V0W67 Black Shoulder Bag   $1,750.
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ETRO. One of Italy’s most sophisticated 
imports just delivered something truly 
cool—an extra layer of elegance to 
chase the chill. Chocolate/Black printed 
wool and cashmere U-cape with braided 
leather collar. 55"L x 704⁄5"W. Italy.
D0CEP U-Cape   $2,225.

FENDI. The venerable Italian fashion 
house has debuted a new handbag 
style called “2Jours,” which means 
“always.” Multi/Cherry stingray and 
leather “2Jours” tote; 13"H x 15"W x 
61⁄2"D. Italy.
V18HT Tote   $7,050.
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AQUATALIA. Weather the elements in fur-
trimmed booties—your best defense come 
rain, snow, or style monotony. Weather-
proof booties with tonal-dyed rabbit (Italy) 
trim and rubber soles: Canyon (tan) or 
Black leather with 31⁄4" heel. Black suede 
with buckle and 31⁄2" wedge. Espresso 
or Black suede with snake-printed leather 
trim and 2" hidden wedge. Full and half 
sizes 5-10B, 11B. Italy.
X1C8R Leather Bootie   $550. 
X1C88 Suede Wedge Bootie   $450. 
X1C8W Leather-Trim Bootie   $485.

POLOGEORGIS. This innovative designer 
modernized the shawl by adding a 
waist-cinching tie and collar. Brightened 
pearl mink (Denmark) knit shawl. In one 
size. Imported.
D0DLH Shawl   $1,695.

SOFIA CASHMERE. Arctic conditions 
shouldn’t freeze out your style. Try this 
flattering three-quarter-length coat. 
White cashmere coat with natural 
fox (Finland) trim. Modern sizes S(4), 
M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(14). Imported.
T5GB3 Coat   $1,500.

JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. 24-karat 
gold-plated clip earrings; 23⁄4"L x 
11⁄2"W. USA.
Y0SN7 Earrings   $240.
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NM EXCLUSIVE BY SOFIA 
CASHMERE. Going a little gray is 
a distinguishing mark on any piece. 
Black/Silver cashmere knee-length 
dress with half sleeves and natural 
silver fox (Finland) collar. Modern 
sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), 
XL(16). Imported.
T5EZ7 Dress   $495.

JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. Hinged 
bracelets of dark blue sapphires, clear 
Austrian crystals, and silver metal; 
each, 21⁄4"Dia. USA. 
Y1ATV Lattice Bracelet   $590. 
Y1ATY Engraved Bracelet   $615.
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KAY UNGER NEW YORK. Lace 
makes this suit’s flattering cut au 
courant. Beaded and sequined Black/
Gold nylon lace suit with polyester 
lining. Modern sizes 2-18. Imported. 
T5BM7 Suit   $670.

JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. Jet Black 
crystal and silver metal clip earrings; 
4"L x 11⁄2"W. USA.
Y13VN Earrings   $440.
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B BRIAN ATWOOD. Avoid shine overload 
by pairing these pretty kicks with gleam-free 
garments. Silver Multi (silver/gold) printed 
fabric and glitter bootie with patent leather 
11⁄4" platform and 51⁄2" heel. Full and
half sizes 51⁄2-11B, 12B. Imported of
Italian material.
X1ASA Bootie   $475.

ISDA & CO. A spot-on choice for those in 
need of something young, fun, and modern 
for evening. Gray or Black polyester and 
acrylic faux-fur jacket. Sequined Silver or 
Black polyester sleeveless dress. Jacket, 
Classic sizes XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12), 
XL(14). Dress, Classic sizes 2-14. Imported. 
T59RP Jacket   $452. 
T59RQ Dress   $198.
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LILY PULITZER. Perfect for work, cocktails, and 
weekend soirees, this dress is ideal for the woman 
who believes variety is the spice of a busy and 
fulfilling life. White ponte dress of rayon, polyester, 
and spandex with black cotton and nylon lace 
overlay. Classic sizes XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), 
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 
T57WH Dress   $238.

ELIE TAHARI. What starts as a simple dress gets 
way more interesting when imbued in fashion’s 
favorite neutral (navy) and accented with netting. 
Blue Navy dress of viscose, nylon, and elastane 
with cotton crocheted sleeves and navy/purple 
chiffon drape back. Modern sizes 2-14. Imported.
T5CVX Dress   $398.aahs

HigH-flying style starts Here. rise to any occasion witH tHese musings on all-american design.
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ALICE + OLIVIA. Your statuesque 
figure dipped in matte gold and topped 
by luxe fur—now that’s how to win a 
spot in the best-dressed column. Dyed 
Black rabbit (China) vest. Gold foiled 
Italian merino wool long-sleeve dress. 
Modern sizes XS(0-2), S(2-4), M(6-8), 
L(10-12). Imported.
B1YU0 Vest   $698. 
T5DFF Dress   $297.
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ELIZABETH AND JAMES. The understated 
modernist will revel in the simplicity of a boyfriend 
jacket thrown over a sophisticated L.B.D. Dark 
Blush satin long-sleeve jacket of viscose, cotton, 
and elastane with polyester lining. Black cotton 
dress with nylon mesh three-quarter sleeves. 
Jacket, Modern sizes 0-10. Dress, Modern sizes 
XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12). Imported. Dress, 
also available in Contemporary/CUSP.
T5E6B Jacket   $495. 
T5E68 Dress   $385.
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KAY CELINE. Voluminous kimono sleeves call for something slender 
on bottom. We suggest narrow jeans or a figure-skimming skirt as an 
alternative to trousers. Beaded Multicolor (dark pink/ivory/tan) printed 
silk blouse with black viscose jersey tank. Modern sizes S(4-6), M(6-8), 
L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
T5BGD Blouse and Tank   $225.

ERIC JAVITS. Burgundy or Black dyed milled rabbit (Czech Republic) velour 
hat with adjustable leather lacing. In one size. USA of imported material.
D0F8T Burgundy Hat   $350. 
D0F8U Black Hat   $350.

VERA WANG. Beautiful proof that lowering your altitude doesn’t mean decreasing 
your demand for style. Gray or Black suede loafer with crystal accents and leather 
sole. Full and half sizes 5-10B, 11B. Imported.
X1AQH Loafer   $295.
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LA FIORENTINA. It’s something you don’t see very often: fur imbued in the 
color of a midnight sky. This neck-warmer is styled with artful brooches—
get the medallion brooch shown or add your own for a dazzling look. 
Navy Blue dyed mink (China) knit scarf; 48"L x 7"W. Imported. Medallion 
brooch, see below. Small brooch shown, not available.
D0D8F Scarf   $395.

JOSÉ & MARIA BARRERA. Blue and purple Austrian crystal and 
gunmetal-plated medallion brooch; 21⁄2"Dia. USA of domestic and 
imported material.
Y193Y Medallion Brooch   $565.

MARC BY MARC JACOBS. Classic black and white gets an update via modern silhouettes. 
The twist? A pale-hued handle that’s subtle and stylish. Leather “Too Hot to Handle” 
colorblocked bags with detachable shoulder straps: Oyster Multi mini shopper, 131⁄2"H x 
12"W x 41⁄2"D. Black Multi top-handle handbag, 8"H x 111⁄4"W x 4"D. Imported.
V1AAF Shopper   $448. 
V1AAC Handbag   $428.
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EILEEN FISHER. The right mix makes fashion-
able layering a piece of cake. Deep Purple 
jacket of wool, mohair, nylon, and spandex. 
Pomegranate silk crepe de chine sleeveless 
tunic with Mandarin collar. Black knit ankle 
pants of rayon, nylon, and spandex with 
zippered cuffs. Classic sizes XS(2-4), S(6-8), 
M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18); Petite sizes 
PP(2P-4P), PS(6P-8P), PM(10P-12P), PL(14P-16P); 
Women’s sizes 1X(14W-16W), 2X(18W-20W), 
3X(22W-24W). Deep Purple/Pomegranate 
silk ombré scarf; 80"L x 403⁄4"W. Imported.
T59ND Classic Jacket   $518. 
T59N7 Classic Tunic   $208. 
T59NA Classic Pants   $158. 
T59NE Petite Jacket   $518. 
T59N8 Petite Tunic   $208. 
T59NB Petite Pants   $158. 
T59NF Women’s Jacket   $538. 
T59N9 Women’s Tunic   $228. 
T59NC Women’s Pants   $178. 
T59NG Scarf   $138.
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GO SILK. Romance is in the flair—as 
artfully expressed in this sheer blouse. 
Black silk blouse with silk lace insets. 
Classic sizes XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), 
L(12-14), XL(14-16)L; Petite sizes 
PP(0P-2P), PS(4P-6P), PM(8P-10P), 
PL(12P-14P); and Women’s sizes 
1X(16W-18W), 2X(20W-22W), 
3X(24W). Imported. 
T5EYB Classic Blouse   $225. 
T5EY9 Petite Blouse   $225. 
T5EYA Women’s Blouse   $245.

B Brian Atwood bootie, page 154.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. TOMS has created designs with a playful contradiction: Incognito 
black and camo actually catch the eye with iridescent accents. Slip-ons with rubber 
soles: Black glittered fabric. Sequined Camouflage (black/gray) printed fabric. Full 
and half sizes 5-10B, 11B. With every pair you purchase, TOMS will give a pair of 
new shoes to a child in need. One for One™. Imported.
X0MLA Black Slip-On   $85. 
X1BFM Camouflage Slip-On   $95.

NM EXCLUSIVE. GRAF & LANTZ, a former structural engineer and his Far East-
educated design partner, are the visionaries behind such aesthetically pleasing 
accessories. Charcoal/Gray/Orange or Cobalt Blue/Gray/Loden Green color-
blocked merino wool felt and embossed leather tote with leather handles; 141⁄2"H x 
141⁄2"W x 4"D. USA.
H6GUJ Tote   $250.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. An exercise in off-hours style, this jog set is on track to becoming 
his favorite. Cashmere long-sleeve jacket and pants. Sizes S-XXL. Imported.
N1VGL Black Jacket   $250. 
N1VGP Black Pants   $235. 
N1VGK Charcoal Jacket   $250. 
N1VGN Charcoal Pants   $235. 
N1VGM Navy Jacket   $250. 
N1VGQ Navy Pants   $235.

NEON BUDDHA. Salute her innate fashion sense with something military 
inspired. Navy cotton and spandex coat. Classic sizes S(6-8), M(10-12),  
L(14-16), XL(16-18). Imported.
T5AUX Coat   $135.
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JOHNNY WAS. Free spirits will 
love the bohemian nature of this 
flowing top and scarf. Embroidered 
Stargazing (navy) rayon georgette 
long-sleeve tunic with split mandarin 
collar. Classic sizes XS(4), S(6), 
M(8-10), L(12), XL(14), XXL(16) and 
Women’s sizes 1X(18W-20W), 
2X(22W-24W), 3X(26W). Winter- 
berry (beige/gold) printed silk 
georgette scarf; 42"Sq. Imported.
T59QZ Classic Tunic   $215. 
T59QY Women’s Tunic   $235. 
T59R0 Scarf   $85.

BIYA. Terrific together or spectacular 
apart, separates give women what they 
really want—options. Embroidered 
Mosaic (black/blue/red) cotton and 
metallic long-sleeve jacket. Stonethrow 
(green/gold) printed silk sleeveless 
dress. Classic sizes XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), 
L(12), XL(14). Imported.
T59R2 Jacket   $560. 
T59R1 Dress   $320.

Aldazabal earrings, page 43.
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or eNter tHe  
IteM NUMBer  
INto tHe  
SearcH BoX at 
NeIMaNMarcUS.coM 
aNd SHoP aWaY!

GIVE CREDIT WHERE IT’S DUE
We gladly accept Neiman Marcus® and Bergdorf Goodman® 
credit cards, the American Express® Card, Visa, MasterCard, 
Discover Card, and Diners Club International. We also accept 
timely returns by mail or at any NM store (excluding Last Call and 
Cusp stores). Simply bring the packaging slip and merchandise 
to any sales associate. For more information please visit 
NeimanMarcus.com, click on ASSISTANCE, then “Catalog 
Purchases” under RETURNS & ExCHANGES.

ONLINE ORDERING MADE EASY
Every item in this catalog is assigned an item number, which can 
be found in the copy description (example: T4A1x). Simply type 
this number into the search box at NeimanMarcus.com and the 
item will display.

DELIVERY & PROCESSING CHARGES and  
ORDERING INFORMATION
Additional delivery and processing charges and taxes apply to 
all orders. For complete delivery and shipping details, including 
cost and delivery time, please visit NeimanMarcus.com, click on 
ASSISTANCE, then “Shipping & Delivery” under SHOPPING 
STORES, the book & CATALOGS, or call 1.800.825.8000.
Descriptive, typographic, or photographic errors are subject 
to correction. We reserve the right to limit quantities ordered.
Please place your order by January 19, 2013, to ensure 
availability of merchandise at prices stated.

gIft prEsENtAtIoN
present your gift in one of our special gift boxes, each with 
an elegant ribbon and NM Exclusive charm for $7.50. free 
for Incircle rewards members with a minimum purchase of 
$25.00. Most items can be packaged in a plain box for no 
charge. gift boxes are not available for personalized items. 
700 All-occasion silver Box with silver ribbon and 
 Metal charm
800 silver Box with red ribbon and Multicolor charm

DowNloAD the NM gIfts app from NeimanMarcus.com
or the itunes app store and discover great gift ideas at 
every price point for everyone on your list. the fun “shake 
for another surprise” shows great presents at random, which 
you can share with friends or offer up as helpful hints.

INcIrclE® is as simple as it is rewarding — earn two Incircle® 
points for virtually every dollar you spend on your NM credit 
card during a calendar year. for information, visit Incircle.com 
or call 1.888.INcIrclE (462.4725).
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NANETTE LEPORE. It doesn’t get 
more spirited than this bohemian 
blouse in an astral-dubbed shade. 
Embroidered and beaded Aries 
Red Italian silk top. Modern sizes 
0-12. Imported. 
T5BGM Top   $348.

J BRAND JEANS. Noir Blue 
denim narrow jeans of cotton, 
polyester, and spandex. Waist 
sizes 24-32. Imported.
T53P0 Jeans   $189.

ASHLEY PITTMAN. Set of ten 
bangles of hammered bronze, 
variegated horn, and dark horn; 
each, 21⁄2"Dia. Imported. Also
available in Designer Jewelry.
Y116A Set of Ten Bangles   $425.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. Relegating shine to the night is like saving your best china 
for a special occasion. Elevate your everyday wardrobe with a brilliant top. 
Sequined Green/Gray cashmere sweater. Classic sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), 
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported. 
T5HJD Sweater   $265.

GO BY GO SILK. Favored by royalty for centuries, purple’s reign continues 
via this lovely piece. Amethyst or Black silk charmeuse long-sleeve top. Classic 
sizes XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(14-16). Imported.
T59NZ Top   $208. 

RICH & SKINNY. Isle (blue) tie-dyed leggings of lyocell, cotton, rayon, 
polyester, and spandex. Waist sizes 24-32. USA of imported material.
T59SZ Leggings   $178.

JANIS BY JANIS SAVITT. 18-karat gold-plated brass pyramid cuff, 1"W x 
21⁄2"Dia. USA.
Y0ZM4 Cuff   $425.

LAFAYETTE 148 NEW YORK. Always a welcomed sight under the tree, a beautiful 
top featuring ever-popular colorblocking. Silk blouse with black trim, in Electric 
Blue, Jade, or Driftwood (khaki). Classic sizes 4-16. Imported. 
T5C2U Blouse   $298.
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NM EXCLUSIVE. Rev up her holidays with 
something a little biker and whole lot babe. 
Black leather jacket with black-dyed red fox 
(China) collar. Modern sizes S(4-6), M(8-10), 
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
T5BB8 Jacket   $395.

MICHAEL KORS. A game of pick-up basket-
ball or a grocery-store run—the hoodie is an 
essential part of every cool guy’s after-hours 
uniform. Cashmere hoodie. Modern sizes 
S-XXL. Imported. 
N1TTQ Officer (Blue) Hoodie   $395. 
N1TTM Black Hoodie   $395. 
N1TTN Charcoal Hoodie   $395. 
N1TTP Ash Hoodie   $395.
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VINCE. Not just for hipsters anymore, 
the skinny pant is growing its fan base to 
include sophisticates with a daring streak. 
The coolest thing you can do: Pair them 
with posh sweaters. Gray/Black wool and 
cashmere boatneck sweater. Lava Red 
viscose double V’d long-sleeve T-shirt. 
Black Italian lambskin relaxed-fit pants 
(shown cuffed). Modern sizes XS(0), S(2-4), 
M(6-8), L(10-12). Green viscose and 
cashmere scarf; 75"L x 36"W. Sweater, 
T-shirt, and pants, imported. Scarf, Italy. 
Also available in Contemporary/CUSP.
T5JG2 Sweater   $320. 
T5JG8 T-Shirt   $125. 
T5JG5 Lambskin Pants   $1,150. 
D0DX6 Scarf   $155.
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XCVI. Somewhere between black and 
white falls fashion’s perennially chic 
shade. London Gray-Graphite or Black 
cotton lace and knit long-sleeve coat. Black 
Supima® cotton three-quarter-sleeve top. 
London Gray-Graphite or Black cotton and 
spandex twill and jersey rouched leggings. 
Classic sizes XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12), 
XL(14) and Women’s sizes 1X(16W), 
2X(18W-20W), 3X(22W-24W). Coat, 
imported. Top and leggings, USA.
T5DG1 Classic Coat   $175. 
T5DG3 Classic Top   $60. 
T5DG5 Classic Leggings   $110. 
T5DG0 Women’s Coat   $190. 
T5DG2 Women’s Top   $70. 
T5DG4 Women’s Leggings   $125.

LAFAYETTE 148 NEW YORK. The subtle 
beaded accent of this gray shirt defines 
the waist—and your look. Ash (dark gray) 
silk top with clear crystal beaded accent. 
Black Italian virgin wool and elastane 
pants. Classic sizes 4-16. Imported.
T5C6T Top   $598. 
T5CWV Pants   $328.

CHRISTOPHER BLUE. No longer for 
evenings only, velvet makes a swank 
appearance during daylight hours. Indigo 
Paisley printed cotton and elastane velvet 
pants. Classic sizes 2-14. Imported. 
Brooches shown, not available.
T5NFS Pants   $170.

RACHEL ZOE. Black velvet smoking 
loafer with 1⁄4" heel. Full and half sizes 
5-10B, 11B. Imported.
X1ALQ Loafer   $255.
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FRYE. Hit the fashion trail in something unexpected and surprisingly versatile. Plum 
distressed leather boot with 1⁄2" heel. Full and half sizes 51⁄2-10B, 11B. USA.
X188B Boot   $388.

ASH. Everyone loves a great comeback story, and the return of the high-top ranks 
among the best. Of course, it’s not enough to simply reappear on the scene—it’s got to 
have a twist. We like the addition of a sleek wedge. Sneakers with 23⁄4" wedges: Black 
perforated leather and suede. Black leather with faux jewels, studs, and inside zipper. 
Black/Taupe/Prune colorblocked suede. Full sizes 5-11B. Imported.
X1EJP Perforated Leather and Suede Sneaker   $250. 
X1EJS Studded Leather Sneaker   $275. 
X1EJL Colorblocked Suede Sneaker   $250.
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RACHEL ZOE. This stylist to the stars knows a 
thing or two about getting a fame-worthy look. 
Faux fur, sequins, and lean pants embody the 
glitz and grit of Hollywood. Tan/Brown/Ivory 
printed acrylic faux-fur jacket. Sequined White 
polyester chiffon sleeveless top. White cotton 
and spandex corduroy pants. Modern sizes 
0-12. Black or Claret (red) suede and leather 
shoulder bag. 8"H x 91⁄2"W x 41⁄2"D. Imported. 
T550Z Jacket   $450. 
T552A Top   $375. 
T54VD Pants   $195. 
V16RZ Shoulder Bag   $450.

we hope your 
          holidays soar!
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